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137 Documents
Publication numbers

English title

Current assignees

WO2022175553 A1

Sensor device

AMS-OSRAM INTERNATIONAL
GMBH ([DE])

WO2022175529 A1

Multi-chamber tank for storing liquid hydrogen carriers, and

FRAUNHOFER-

corresponding use

GESELLSCHAFT ZUR
FÖRDERUNG DER
ANGEWANDTEN FORSCHUNG
EINGETRAGENER VEREIN
([DE])

WO2022175327 A1

Vacuum valve for a vacuum conveying system

VAT HOLDING AG ([CH])

WO2022175223 A2

Shoulder rest and clamping unit for a shoulder rest

GUSTAV PIRAZZI & COMP.
GMBH & CO. KG ([DE])

WO2022175182 A1

Robotic system modelling

UNITED KINGDOM ATOMIC
ENERGY AUTHORITY ([GB])

WO2022175015 A1

Press for machining a workpiece

SIEMPELKAMP MASCHINENUND ANLAGENBAU GMBH
([DE])

WO2022175014 A1

Press for machining a workpiece

SIEMPELKAMP MASCHINENUND ANLAGENBAU GMBH
([DE])

WO2022174856 A1

Auxetic web structure or field structure, and use

CHRISTIAN-ALBRECHTSUNIVERSITÄT ZU KIEL ([DE])

WO2022174851 A1

Braking device which can be actuated independent of a driver

CONTINENTAL AUTOMOTIVE
TECHNOLOGIES GMBH ([DE])

WO2022174127 A1

Apparatus and composition for cooling items with a

HERCULES MANUFACTURING

contained phase change material

CO. ([US])

WO2022171909 A1

Strong harness having lightweight construction for dogs

ZEE DOG SA ([BR])

WO2022171600 A1

Method for machining sheet-like workpieces, and machining

HOMAG GMBH ([DE])

device
WO2022171521 A1

System and method for attaching insulating elements to

SIKA TECHNOLOGY AG ([CH])

structural elements
WO2022171505 A1

Method for attaching insulating elements to structural

SIKA TECHNOLOGY AG ([CH])

elements
WO2022171286 A1

Transportation of various bulk cargo

FAMSA ([CH])

WO2022170355 A1

Devices and methods for performing high-harmonic

ARIZONA BOARD OF REGENTS

diffractive lens color compensation

ON BEHALF OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
([US])

WO2022169396 A1

A power plug disconnection device and assembly

RELEZ AB ([SE])

WO2022167668 A1

Lightweight rotary sail and application of such a sail

FARWIND ENERGY ([FR])

WO2022167413 A1

Surface-water-drainage system and method for producing

ACO AHLMANN SE & CO. KG

one such

([DE])
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Publication numbers

English title

Current assignees

WO2022167408 A1

Irradiation strategy for additive manufacturing with pulsed

SIEMENS ENERGY GLOBAL

irradiation

GMBH & CO. KG ([DE])

Construction element with integrated vibration damping

SILENCIONS SP. Z O. O. ([PL])

WO2022167379 A1

devices
WO2022167378 A1

Vibration damping device

SILENCIONS SP. Z O. O. ([PL])

WO2022167132 A1

Explosion-proof housing

SMA SOLAR TECHNOLOGY AG
([DE])

WO2022166033 A1

Electric vehicle, electric heater, and electric heating cavity

ZHENJIANG HELMHOLTZ

assembly of electric heater

HEAT TRANSFER TRANS
SYSTEM CO., LTD. ([CN])

WO2022166015 A1

Air treatment device and air conditioner

GD MIDEA AIR-CONDITIONING
EQUIPMENT CO., LTD. ([CN])
MIDEA GROUP CO., LTD. ([CN])

WO2022165928 A1

Cleaning device

KINGCLEAN ELECTRIC CO.,
LTD. ([CN])

WO2022165582 A1

Housing an etalon in a frequency reference system

QUANTUM VALLEY IDEAS
LABORATORIES ([CA])

WO2022164371 A1

Mooring system

JOSOK AB ([SE])

WO2022164368 A1

Wind power plant

JOSOK AB ([SE])

WO2022164312 A1

Drive assembly comprising a drive, a pump and a control

HOLMATRO B.V. ([NL])

valve, and system comprising such a drive assembly
WO2022162394 A1

A power generation and/or storage apparatus

VERDERG LIMITED ([GB])

WO2022161979 A1

Battery tray with underbody and traction battery

KAUTEX TEXTRON GMBH &
CO. KG ([DE])

WO2022161867 A1
WO2022161682 A1
WO2022161645 A1

Electrical machine and method for cleaning an air gap in an

ROLLS-ROYCE DEUTSCHLAND

electrical machine

LTD & CO KG ([DE])

Method for producing a component made of a fiber-

ZF FRIEDRICHSHAFEN AG

reinforced plastic

([DE])

Mounting system and load carrying device

ACPS AUTOMOTIVE GMBH
([DE])

WO2022161579 A1

Process for producing an interconnect device for electronic

FRAUNHOFER-

and/or mechatronic components and interconnect device

GESELLSCHAFT ZUR
FÖRDERUNG DER
ANGEWANDTEN FORSCHUNG
E. V. ([DE])

WO2022161504 A1

Connector and electronic device

HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES
CO.,LTD. ([CN])

EP4050158 A1

Gabion noise barrier

Schmauser, Wolfgang ([DE])

EP4050137 A1

Module for fibre preparation machine and fibre preparation

Maschinenfabrik Rieter AG

machine

([CH])

EP4049821 A1

Compound component and method for manufacturing same

Universität Kassel ([DE])

EP4046664 A2

Uv-c module for disinfecting room air sterilisation of air by

biotec Umwelt-Analytik-

treatment with ultraviolet radiation

Beratung-Service GmbH ([DE])

Method for producing a stepped cross-sectional taper on a

GFU - Maschinenbau GmbH

EP4046725 A1
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English title

Current assignees

one-piece, tubular workpiece made of metal, a one-piece

Gesellschaft für Umformung

tubular workpiece produced using the method and device for

und Maschinenbau ([DE])

carrying out the method
EP4043383 A1

Cable winch

Suffel Fördertechnik GmbH &
Co. KG ([DE])

EP4043324 A1

System for mounting insulating elements on structural

Sika Technology AG ([CH])

elements
EP4043323 A1

System for mounting insulating elements on structural

Sika Technology AG ([CH])

elements
EP4043125 A1

Porous and cellular metals and metal structures of open

Universidade de Aveiro ([PT])

porosity impregnated with cork, production processes thereof
and uses of same
EP4044158 A1

Holding device for an electronic price label

umdasch Store Makers
Management GmbH ([AT])

EP4044170 A1

Shoulder support and clamping unit for a shoulder support

Gustav Pirazzi & Comp. GmbH
& Co. KG ([DE])

EP4044073 A1

Robotic system modelling

United Kingdom Atomic
Energy Authority ([GB])

EP4043965 A1

Information display device

Adam, Bernd ([DE])

EP4043659 A1

Composite panel

MMK Holz-Beton-Fertigteile
GmbH ([AT])

EP4043615 A1

Electrolysis plant

Kraftanlagen München GmbH
([DE])

EP4043544 A1

Method and device for reusing organic material

WAS Wirtschaftsagentur
Martin Schroeder GmbH ([DE])

EP4040580 A1

Battery cell holder group and energy storage device package

Dongguan Amperex

comprising same

Technology Limited ([CN])

Printable semiconductor structures and related methods of

The Board of Trustees of the

making and assembling

University of Illinois ([US])

EP4039912 A1

Displacement device

PERI SE ([DE])

EP4040008 A1

Vibration damping device

Silencions sp. z o. o. ([PL])

EP4040007 A1

Construction element with integrated vibration damping

Silencions sp. z o. o. ([PL])

EP4040474 A1

devices
EP4039920 A1

Removable heating structure comprising a fabric

Karagoz, Efraim ([FR])

EP4039904 A1

Clean room

Plur, Andreas ([DE])

EP4036382 A1

Use of a heat source for power generation and aircraft with

Airbus Operations GmbH ([DE])

cooling system

Airbus Defence and Space
GmbH ([DE])

EP4036293 A1
DE102022000289 A1

Processing device for processing a textile workpiece and

Technische Universität

method for controlling a processing device

Dresden ([DE])

Floating water drum, in compact modular lightweight

Maier Klement ([DE])

construction, with movable curved blades and synchronous
gear generator for power supply
DE102022104160 A1

Integrated steering suspension module for a vehicle

AKTIEBOLAGET SKF ([SE])
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English title

Current assignees
FCA ITALY S.P.A. ([IT])

DE102021211186 A1

Personal selection of a two-wheeled or three-wheeled vehicle

ZF Friedrichshafen AG ([DE])

DE102021201721 A1

Multi-point link for a running gear

ZF Friedrichshafen AG ([DE])

DE102021001010 A1

The modern Pharmacological line

Weller Christoph ([DE])

DE102021104095 A1

Front end assembly and chassis construction for a

CTV GmbH & Co. KG ([DE])

commercial vehicle
DE102021103971 A1

Kit for producing a built-in niche

wedi GmbH ([DE])

DE102021104039 A1

Multi-chamber tank for storing liquid hydrogen carriers, and

Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zur

corresponding use

Förderung der angewandten
Forschung eingetragener
Verein ([DE])

DE102021104173 A1

Railway vehicle with a pivoting bridge

Hörmann Vehicle Engineering
GmbH ([DE])

DE102021104189 A1

Sensor device

OSRAM Opto Semiconductors
Gesellschaft mit beschränkter
Haftung ([DE])

DE102021104227 A1

Method for operating a processing device and such a

HOMAG GmbH ([DE])

processing device
DE102022102651 A1

Support structure for a water basin

Grabinger Stefan ([DE])
Hospodarsch Christian ([DE])

DE102021201509 A1

Combination of a refrigerant accumulator and an internal heat

Hanon Systems ([KR])

exchanger for refrigerant, connection component, internal
heat exchanger and accumulator
DE102021201390 A1

Method for inserting a nail into at least one component

Robert Bosch Gesellschaft mit
beschränkter Haftung ([DE])

DE102021201466 A1
DE102021104131 A1

Brake device which can be actuated independently of the

Continental Teves AG & Co.

driver

OHG ([DE])

Forest rope winch

Suffel Fördertechnik GmbH &
Co. KG. ([DE])

DE102021000823 A1
DE102021201160 A1

Axle drive for a motor vehicle and method for operating such

Mercedes-Benz Group AG

an axle drive

([DE])

Gantry frame for a computed tomography system

Siemens Healthcare GmbH
([DE])

DE102021102727 A1

Shifting device

PERI SE ([DE])

DE102021102981 A1

Method for machining plate-shaped workpieces and

HOMAG GmbH ([DE])

machining device
DE102021103191 A1

Electrolysis plant

Kraftanlagen München GmbH
([DE])

DE102021000667 A1

Lightweight photovoltaic system

Deublein Dieter ([DE])

DE102021102680 A1

Motor vehicle mirror

AUDI Aktiengesellschaft ([DE])

DE102022101362 A1

Anti-jam system with interlock control

Magna Closures Inc. ([CA])

DE102022000113 A1

Mobile part, in particular storage and retrieval unit

SEW-EURODRIVE GmbH & Co
KG ([DE])

DE102021102175 A1

Method for producing a circuit carrier for electronic and/or

Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zur
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English title

Current assignees

mechatronic components and circuit carrier

Förderung der angewandten
Forschung eingetragener
Verein ([DE])

DE102021200994 A1
DE102021102488 A1

Irradiation strategy for additive manufacturing with pulsed

Siemens Energy Global GmbH

irradiation

& Co. KG ([DE])

Method for impregnating plastic fibres with an impregnating

A+ Composites GmbH ([DE])

plastic
DE102021102485 A1

Method for inductively joining fibre-plastic composite

Leibniz-Institut für

materials with electrically conductive fibres

Verbundwerkstoffe GmbH
([DE])

DE102021102511 A1

Explosion-proof housing

SMA Solar Technology AG
([DE])

DE102021102432 A1
DE102021102085 A1

Modular system for a rotor shaft of an electric machine and

Bayerische Motoren Werke

an electric machine with a rotor shaft

Aktiengesellschaft ([DE])

Battery tray with underbody and traction battery

Kautex Textron GmbH & Co.
KG ([DE])

DE102021000544 A1

System for locking and locking hinged fittings

Junker Jürgen ([DE])

DE102021100914 A1

Method for producing a component and/or a component

Flottweg SE ([DE])

section of a separator and separator
DE202022103941 U1

A lightweight saw chain

Hangzhou FangCheng tools
manufacture Co., Ltd. ([CN])

DE202022103312 U1

Anchorage for anchoring a scaffolding, a fitness device in the

Gulde Simon ([DE])

external area or other degradable support structures
DE202022001103 U1

Beverage holder system for at least one sitting Person

Hinz Uwe ([DE])

DE202022102639 U1

Photovoltaic installation

Gäbler Jörg ([DE])
Müller Christoph ([DE])
Simply Solar GbR
(vertretungsberechtigter
Gesellschafter: Dr. Christoph
Müller, 52062 Aachen) ([DE])

DE202022102649 U1

Wind turbine on electric vehicles

Karimovic Stipo ([DE])

DE202022000782 U1

Transportable accommodation in lightweight construction

Grimm Michael ([DE])

DE202021101773 U1

Nozzle device for a circulating air system of a cooling

Nilsson Rickard ([DE])

chamber and cooling chamber
DE202021101781 U1

Refrigerated compartment for the presentation of refrigerated

Nilsson Rickard ([DE])

goods
DE202020005793 U1

Vehicle roof with roof side members and roof module

Webasto SE ([DE])

DE202022103406 U1

Extinguishing device

ENERCONT GmbH ([AT])

US20220266666 A1

Article and method of manufacture of truck cap

Sinchok John ([US])

US20220266882 A1

Unmanned Rail Vehicle And Method Of Determining Its

ABB Schweiz AG ([CH])

Position
US20220264898 A1

Cookie molding machine

KALWEIT Andreas ([DE])

US20220267212 A1

Inorganic polymers and use thereof in composite materials

AGEMOS AG ([CH])

US20220260324 A1

Apparatus and composition for cooling items with a

Hercules Manufacturing Co.
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Current assignees

contained phase change material

([US])

US20220259687 A1

Quenching fixture

Acer Incorporated ([TW])

US20220259018 A1

Forestry Winch

Welschof Bernward

US20220258661 A1

Trailer-mounted metered pumping system

Hancock, JR. Douglas L. ([US])
Pew Jacob R. ([US])

US20220258423 A1

Additive Manufacturing Device Comprising a Replaceable

SINTRATEC AG ([CH])

Raw Material Processing Unit
US20220258223 A1

Press systems and methods

AUTOTECH ENGINEERING S.L.
([ES])

US20220257984 A1

Methods of treating tumors with pro drugs

Alpheus Medical, Inc. ([US])

US20220257029 A1

Baby bouncer

Babocush Limited ([GB])

US20220257023 A1

Furniture objects for storing foldable beds

Night and Day Furniture LLC
([US])

US20220259883 A1
US20220259801 A1
US20220260457 A1

Systems and Methods for Repurposing Retired Wind Turbines

Georgia Tech Research

as Electric Utility Line Poles

Corporation ([US])

Braiding, winding or spiralling machine and method for

MASCHINENFABRIK NIEHOFF

operating same

GMBH & CO. KG ([DE])

Movable platform for a dummy element

4ACTIVESYSTEMS GMBH
([AT])

US20220251370 A1

Peo-ppo-peo triblock copolymers as additives for epoxide-

Henkel AG & Co. KGaA ([DE])

anhydride systems
US20220250686 A1

Land vehicles incorporating removable powertrain units,

Workhorse Group Inc. ([US])

powertrain units, and methods therefor
US20220250460 A1

All-terrain vehicle and hybrid powertrain thereof

SEGWAY TECHNOLOGY CO.,
LTD. ([CN])

US20220251256 A1

Long-chain branched propylene polymer composition

BOREALIS AG ([AT])

US20220250722 A1

Wind Turbine Comprising a Floating Foundation having a

Aerodyn Consulting Singapore

Plurality of Buoyancy Bodies

PTE LTD ([SG])

US20220250721 A1

Modular floating territory

LEGACY FOUNDRY AG ([CH])

US20220252130 A1

Actuator and heat store for actuator

Otto Bock Healthcare Products
GmbH ([AT])

US20220251331 A1

Thermal interface materials

DDP Specialty Electronic
Materials US, LLC ([US])

US20220243684 A1

Propulsion concept combining conventional rocket engines

Hermann Mathias ([DE])

and air-breathing engines (heber concept)
US20220243503 A1

Anti-pinch protection system utilizing latch control

MAGNA CLOSURES INC. ([CA])

US20220243638 A1

Improved muffler for small engines

ORBITAL AUSTRALIA PTY LTD
([AU])

US20220241144 A1

Wearable massage device

Guangzhou Pinai Technology
Co., Ltd. ([CN])

US20220243619 A1

Tool for mounting the high-pressure shaft of an aircraft

Lufthansa Technik AG ([DE])

engine
US20220243036 A1

Phase-inversion polymer composite material, fabricating

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

methods and applications of same

([US])
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US20220241958 A1

Plastic robot arm link, associated robot and manufacturing

ABB Schweiz AG ([CH])

method
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Sensor device
WO2022175553 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

AMS-OSRAM INTERNATIONAL GMBH ([DE])

G01S-017/89* |H01L-027/146 |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

BOESCKE, Tim ([DE])

H01L-031/167* |H01L-031/02/005

ASSIG, Maximilian ([DE])

G01S-007/481/3

SCHWARZ, Thomas ([DE])

023/495/48

WALDSCHIK, Andreas ([DE])

H01L-024/18

Priority data including date
DE102021104189 2021-02-22 [2021DE-10104189]
Family
WO2022/175553

A1 2022-08-25

The invention relates to a sensor device (1A), in particular for
use in mobile terminals such as smartphones, smartwatches,
wearables and wireless headphones, comprising: a carrier
substrate (2), having at least one via (3.1) for guiding an
electrical contact from a bottom side (2.2) to a top side (2.1)
of the carrier substrate; an integrated circuit (4), which is
situated on the top side (2.1) of the carrier substrate; a sensor
element (5), for example a photodetector, which is situated on
the integrated circuit (4) or is integrated therein; a lightemitting element (6), which is situated on the carrier
substrate, spaced apart from the integrated circuit (4); a
metal ellipsoid (7.1), which is situated on the at least one via
and is electrically connected thereto; a light-impermeable first
potting material (8), which surrounds the sensor element (5),
the light-emitting element (6) and the metal ellipsoid (7.1) in
the lateral direction such that a surface of the sensor element
(5) and of the light-emitting element (6) opposite the carrier
substrate remains uncovered by the light-impermeable first
potting material (8); a first electrical conductor track (9.1),
which is formed on the substantially light-impermeable first
potting material (8) and electrically connects the metal
ellipsoid (7.1) and the integrated circuit (4) to each other; and
at least a second electrical conductor track (9.2), which is
formed on the substantially light-impermeable first potting
material (8) and electrically connects the integrated circuit (4)
and the at least one light-emitting element (6) to each other.
In its entirety, the sensor device is less than 400 μm high.

|H01L-023/538/9

|H01L-023/498/16

H01L-023/538/4

|G01S-017/08

|

|H01L-

|H01L-023/498/11
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Multi-chamber tank for storing liquid hydrogen carriers, and corresponding use
WO2022175529 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

FRAUNHOFER-GESELLSCHAFT ZUR FÖRDERUNG DER

F17C-011/00* |

ANGEWANDTEN FORSCHUNG EINGETRAGENER VEREIN
([DE])

CPC - Cooperative classification
F17C-011/00/5*

Inventors
WILKEN, Ralph ([DE])
KOSCHEK, Katharina ([DE])
SCHNARS, Hanno ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021104039 2021-02-19 [2021DE-10104039]
Family
WO2022/175529

A1 2022-08-25

The invention relates to a multi-chamber tank (1, 1') for
storing liquid hydrogen carriers, comprising a housing, which
comprises in its interior a first chamber (7) for receiving the
liquid hydrogen carrier in a first degree of hydrogenation and
a second chamber (9) for receiving the hydrogen carrier in a
second degree of hydrogenation, wherein the housing (3) has
a partition (11, 11'), which separates the first and second
chamber (9) from one another, and the partition (11, 11') is
movably situated in the housing (3) and is designed to
increase the volume of one of the chambers (7, 9) during
movement and simultaneously to reduce the volume of the
respective other chamber (9, 7).

|
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Vacuum valve for a vacuum conveying system
WO2022175327 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

VAT HOLDING AG ([CH])

B61B-013/10* |F16K-031/04
F16K-031/08

|F16K-031/06

|F16K-031/122 |F16K-031/50

Inventors
FREHNER, Hanspeter ([CH])

CPC - Cooperative classification

EHRNE, Florian ([CH])

F16K-001/34* |F16K-051/02

NETZER, Martin ([AT])

F16K-031/04

Priority data including date
CH1622021 2021-02-19 [2021CH-0000162]
Family
WO2022/175327

A1 2022-08-25

The invention relates to a valve (10) for opening and closing
a valve opening (11) in a gas-tight manner and for ventilating
a vacuum volume, having a valve seat (30), a closure element
(20), and an adjusting unit (40) which is designed to provide
a movement of the closure element (20) relative to the valve
seat (30) such that the closure element (20) can be adjusted
from an open position into a closing position and back. The
valve seat (30), the closure element (20), and the adjusting
unit (40) are arranged such that the closure element (20) can
be adjusted linearly along an opening axis (A). The valve (10)
has a holding device (50) which is designed to hold the
closure element (20) in the closing position by providing a
holding force.

|B61B-013/10

|F16K-031/06/55

|F16K-031/08/4

F16K-031/122 |F16K-031/122/1

|F16K-031/50/8
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Shoulder rest and clamping unit for a shoulder rest
WO2022175223 A2
Current assignees

CPC - Cooperative classification

GUSTAV PIRAZZI & COMP. GMBH & CO. KG ([DE])

G10D-003/18* |

Inventors
KORFKER, Berent ([GB])
Priority data including date
EP21157355 2021-02-16 [2021EP-0157355]
Family
WO2022/175223

A2 2022-08-25

A shoulder rest (30) for a stringed instrument, which shoulder
rest has a support element (32) which extends in a
longitudinal direction (L) for support on the player's shoulder
and/or chest and on which a number of foldable clamping
units (34) are provided, should be adaptable in a particularly
simple manner to different geometric specifications. For this
purpose the shaft (50) of the or each clamping unit (34) is
mounted by means of integrally formed pivot pins (58) in an
associated rotary mounting (55), each of the mounting shells
(60) thereof being designed according to the invention in the
manner of a curved segment which does not surround or
enclose the pivot pin (58) completely, but only over a certain
length of the curve. The shaft is preferably placed
eccentrically and thus enables particularly simple and fast
dimensional adjustments.

2022/09/15
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Robotic system modelling
WO2022175182 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

UNITED KINGDOM ATOMIC ENERGY AUTHORITY ([GB])

G06N-005/02* |G06N-005/04 |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

SKILTON, Robert ([GB])

G06N-005/04* |G06N-005/02 |

GOODLIFFE, Matthew ([GB])
CALISKANELLI, Ipek ([GB])
Priority data including date
EP21157352 2021-02-16 [2021EP-0157352]
Family
WO2022/175182

A1 2022-08-25

Modelling apparatus for modelling a robotic system, the
modelling apparatus configured to: model the robotic system
with a model, the model comprising instances of at least a
subset of a set of defined types interconnected with links,
each instance being a description of an element of the robotic
system, the links between the instances representing
relationships therebetween; and validate the model against
validation rules by determining whether the model satisfies
those rules, wherein the validation rules comprise: a definition
of one or more directed acyclic graphs of the defined types
interconnected with parent-child relationships, the defined
types

corresponding

to

nodes

and

the

parent-child

relationships corresponding to directional edges of the one or
more directed acyclic graphs, each defined type defining type
rules for that type which an instance of that type must satisfy
in order to be valid, each parent-child relationship between a
pair of the types defining those types as parent and child
types relative to one another according to the corresponding
edge direction, wherein each child type inherits the type rules
of each of its parent types according to the parent-child
relationships.
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Press for machining a workpiece
WO2022175015 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

SIEMPELKAMP MASCHINEN- UND ANLAGENBAU GMBH

B30B-005/02* |

([DE])
CPC - Cooperative classification
Inventors

B30B-005/02* |

FECHNER, Hans ([DE])
SCHÖLER, Michael ([DE])
SCHÜRMANN, Klaus ([DE])
KOEFFERS, Fabian ([DE])
BRÖMMEL, Daniela ([DE])
BURGERS, Carsten ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021000928 2021-02-22 [2021DE-10000928]
Family
WO2022/175015

A1 2022-08-25

The invention relates to a press (1) for machining a workpiece
(2), comprising a press tool (3) and another press tool (4)
which is arranged in a corresponding manner relative to the
press tool (3). At least one of the two press tools (3, 4) can be
moved in order to machine the workpiece (2), which can be
placed between the press tools (3, 4). The press also
comprises a separating membrane (7) which is arranged on
one of the two press tools (3, 4) so as to circumferentially seal
the edge region of the separating membrane and so as to face
the workpiece (2) and which forms a cavity (8) together with
the press tool (3) provided with the separating membrane (7),
said cavity being pressure-tightly closed and being filled with
a working medium.
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Press for machining a workpiece
WO2022175014 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

SIEMPELKAMP MASCHINEN- UND ANLAGENBAU GMBH

B30B-005/02* |

([DE])
CPC - Cooperative classification
Inventors

B30B-005/02* |

FECHNER, Hans ([DE])
SCHÖLER, Michael ([DE])
SCHÜRMANN, Klaus ([DE])
KOEFFERS, Fabian ([DE])
BRÖMMEL, Daniela ([DE])
BURGERS, Carsten ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021000927 2021-02-22 [2021DE-10000927]
Family
WO2022/175014

A1 2022-08-25

The invention relates to a press (1) for machining a workpiece
(2), comprising a press tool (3) and another press tool (4)
which is arranged in a corresponding manner relative to the
press tool (3). At least one of the two press tools (3, 4) can be
moved in order to machine the workpiece (2), which can be
placed between the press tools (3, 4). The press also
comprises a separating membrane (7) which is arranged on
one of the two press tools (3, 4) so as to face the workpiece
(2) and which forms a cavity (8) together with the press tool
(3) provided with the separating membrane (7), said cavity (8)
being filled with a working medium, wherein the press tool (3)
provided with the separating membrane (7) is equipped with
a plurality of channels (21), which face the cavity (8), extend
along the workpiece (2), and open into the cavity (8) and
through which the working medium can flow.
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Auxetic web structure or field structure, and use
WO2022174856 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

CHRISTIAN-ALBRECHTS-UNIVERSITÄT ZU KIEL ([DE])

A61L-031/14* |B29C-044/34 |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

CURTIS, Sabrina M. ([US])

B29C-044/357* |A61L-031/14/6 |

DENGIZ, Duygu ([DE])
QUANDT, Eckhard ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021104058 2021-02-20 [2021DE-10104058]
DE102021104057 2021-02-20 [2021DE-10104057]
Family
WO2022/174856

A1 2022-08-25

The invention relates to an auxetic web structure or field
structure,

comprising

island

structure

surfaces

and

connections between the individual island structure surfaces,
wherein: there are open spaces between the individual island
structure surfaces, and the connections, together with the
island structure surfaces, form a web structure or field
structure; the connections are extensible and are in the form
of Archimedean spiral connections and/or self-similar fractal
design connections; the connections intersect the island
structure surfaces at the same location and at the same angle
as the previous rigid connectors intersected the auxetic
framework; the island structure surfaces cannot be bent, or
can be bent only slightly, when force is applied; the stresses
on the island structure surfaces are at least an order of
magnitude below those on the extensible connection and/or
the magnitude of the stresses on the island structure
surfaces is invariable or only insignificantly variable; and the
Poisson ratio of the structure under uniaxial deformation is
negative.
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Braking device which can be actuated independent of a driver
WO2022174851 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

CONTINENTAL AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES GMBH ([DE]) B60T-013/52* |B60T-013/74 |
Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

JAKOBI, Ralf ([DE])

B60T-013/74/5*

KRÄMER, Horst ([DE])
RÜFFER, Manfred ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021201466 2021-02-16 [2021DE-10201466]
Family
WO2022/174851

A1 2022-08-25

The invention relates to a braking device (1) for a hydraulic
motor-vehicle braking system, comprising a master brake
cylinder (2) and a brake booster (3), which acts on the master
brake cylinder (2), wherein the brake booster (3) can be
actuated both independently of a driver by a switching
apparatus (4) and by the driver. According to the invention, in
order to reduce the design complexity and assembly
complexity of the braking device (1) and to reduce the weight
of the moving components, the switching apparatus (4) can
be mechanically actuated by means of a spatially remote
electromechanical switching means (5).

|B60T-013/52 |
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Apparatus and composition for cooling items with a contained phase change material
WO2022174127 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

HERCULES MANUFACTURING CO. ([US])

C09K-005/00* |F25D-003/00

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

AKERMAN, Staffan ([US])

Y02E-060/14

CADDICK, Jeffrey, A. ([US])

F25C-2400/10 |H01L-023/427 |C09K-005/04

Priority data including date
US17/176,026 2021-02-15 [2021US-17176026]
Family
WO2022/174127

A1 2022-08-18

A heat sink cooling apparatus of the present invention
includes a thickened Phase Change Material (PCM) and an
aluminum profile container for superior cold storage, heat
transfer and efficiency of defrost. The PCM is a composition
including a brine solution and a thickening agent resulting in
increased holdover capacity in a no-leak, safe food grade
PCM, and a tubular aluminum profile manufactured with a
highly conductive aluminum alloy, which can be triangular,
with optional internal and/or external fin-tube configurations
maximizing surface area for heat transfer. The heat sink
cooling apparatus is capable of removing heat from (but not
limited to) a transport cargo area (truck body) through the
processes of conductive and convection heat transfer via the
aluminum profile filled with a PCM, either in a passive form of
cooling via free convection (hanging mount) or in a forced air
plenum chamber.

|F25D-017/02

|F28D-017/00* |C09K-005/06/3
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Strong harness having lightweight construction for dogs
WO2022171909 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

ZEE DOG SA ([BR])

A01K-027/00* |

Inventors
ZUNZUNEGUI GOMEZ-GIL, Pedro Maria ([ES])
Priority data including date
WOES2021/070102 2021-02-12 [2021WO-ES70102]
Family
WO2022/171909
Disclosed

is

a

A1 2022-08-18
strong

harness

having

lightweight

construction, for dogs, designed to be placed on the dog for
walks and sport. The harness has been optimised to be easy
to put on the dog, with only two straps (a front strap for the
chest and a strap for the lower part of the thorax), and has
very lightweight construction owing to the use of 3D woven
materials used in the high-performance sport industry and
which is very strong owing to an intricate system of structural
straps able to withstand large twisting and traction forces.
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Method for machining sheet-like workpieces, and machining device
WO2022171600 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

HOMAG GMBH ([DE])

B27D-005/00* |B27F-001/08

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

SCHNEIDER, Franz ([DE])

B27F-001/08* |B27D-005/00/6

Priority data including date
DE102021102981 2021-02-09 [2021DE-10102981]
Family
WO2022/171600

A1 2022-08-18

The invention relates to a method for machining sheet-like
workpieces (11) which are preferably made at least partially
from wood, wood material, plastic, composite material or the
like, using a machining device (10), wherein the method
comprises: positioning a sheet-like workpiece (11) on a
workpiece support (14), introducing at least one separating
region (17) into the sheet-like workpiece (11), positioning a
machining tool (13) within the at least one separating region
(17), executing a pivoting movement of the machining tool
(13) in the direction of at least one narrow face (18) of the
sheet-like workpiece (11) which adjoins the at least one
separating region (17), wherein, as a result of the pivoting
movement of the milling tool (13), a cutout (22) is introduced
into the at least one narrow face (18) of the sheet-like
workpiece (11); and to a machining device (10) for machining
sheet-like workpieces (11).

|

|
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System and method for attaching insulating elements to structural elements
WO2022171521 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

SIKA TECHNOLOGY AG ([CH])

B62D-065/02* |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

LINDGREN, Henrik ([BE])

B62D-065/02/2*

SANDER, Wolf-Peter ([DE])

025/00
B62D-029/00/2 |

Priority data including date
EP21156674 2021-02-11 [2021EP-0156674]
Family
WO2022/171521

A1 2022-08-18

The invention relates to a system (20) for attaching insulating
elements (16) to structural elements (12, 14) in motor
vehicles, comprising a plurality of insulating elements (16)
which are provided in at least one stack (1). The system (20)
further comprises at least one structural element (12, 14) of
a motor vehicle and a robot (8). The robot (8) is designed in
such a manner that it can remove in each case a single
insulating element (16) from the stack (1) and arrange it at
the structural element (12, 14).

|B62D-065/02/4

|B62D-
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Method for attaching insulating elements to structural elements
WO2022171505 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

SIKA TECHNOLOGY AG ([CH])

B62D-065/02* |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

LINDGREN, Henrik ([BE])

B62D-065/02/2*

SANDER, Wolf-Peter ([DE])

025/00
B62D-029/00/2 |

Priority data including date
EP21156672 2021-02-11 [2021EP-0156672]
Family
WO2022/171505

A1 2022-08-18

The invention relates to a system for attaching insulating
elements (16) to structural elements (12, 14) in motor
vehicles, comprising a plurality of provided insulating
elements (16), a transfer element (30), an intermediate
station (29), a robot (8) and at least one structural element
(12, 14). The transfer element (30) is designed to arrange the
provided insulating elements (16) in the intermediate station
(29), and the insulating elements (16) are arranged in the
intermediate station (29) in a predefined spatial location and
position for removal by the robot (8). The robot (8) is designed
to remove in each case individual insulating elements (16)
from the intermediate station (29) and to arrange them on the
structural elements (12, 14).

|B62D-065/02/4

|B62D-
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Transportation of various bulk cargo
WO2022171286 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

FAMSA ([CH])

B60P-003/24* |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

STEINER, Urs ([DE])

B60P-003/24/3*

Priority data including date
WOEP2021/053355 2021-02-11 [2021WO-EP53355]
Family
WO2022/171286

A1 2022-08-18

A device for transporting bulk cargo and pumpable material,
in particular a trailer for a tractor vehicle, comprises a first
container

compartment

and

a

second

container

compartment, wherein the first container compartment
comprises a fluid port for emptying the first container
compartment via a pipeline, and wherein the second
container compartment comprises an emptying opening for
emptying

bulk

compartment.

cargo

from

the

second

container

|
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Devices and methods for performing high-harmonic diffractive lens color compensation
WO2022170355 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

ARIZONA BOARD OF REGENTS ON BEHALF OF THE

G02B-003/00* |G02B-003/10 |G02B-027/42

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA ([US])
CPC - Cooperative classification
Inventors

G02B-027/42* |G02B-003/00 |G02B-003/10

MILSTER, Thomas D. ([US])
KIM, Young-Sik ([US])
WANG, Zichan ([US])
Priority data including date
US63/146,132P 2021-02-05 [2021US-63146132]
Family
WO2022/170355

A1 2022-08-11

Devices and methods are provided for performing color
correction of focal dispersion in high-harmonic lenses. The
device comprises a multi-order diffractive engineered surface
(MODE) lens comprising a MODE primary lens having height
transitions in the front surface that segment it into annular
zones and a color corrector comprising a diffractive Fresnel
lens (DFL). Polychromatic light passing through the MODE
primary lens experiences LCA that is corrected by the color
corrector. The color corrector can be configured to correct
Type 1 LCA resulting from a combined effect of the DFL and
a refractive index change versus wavelength associated with
material comprising the device that together produce a
change in focus of the polychromatic light, as well as Type 2
LCA resulting from a cyclic variation in focal length versus
wavelength caused by the abrupt changes in the height of the
front surface of the MODE primary lens at the transitions.
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A power plug disconnection device and assembly
WO2022169396 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

RELEZ AB ([SE])

H01R-013/58* |H01R-013/635 |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

RAMBERG, Stefan ([SE])

H01R-013/635* |H01R-013/58 |

Priority data including date
SE2130035 2021-02-04 [2021SE-0030035]
SE2130133 2021-05-18 [2021SE-0030133]
Family
WO2022/169396

A1 2022-08-11

A power plug disconnection device (1, 100) comprising a twopiece shell (2, 102, 202) connectable in surrounding relation
about a pusher member (5, 105) which is adapted for
accommodation of electrical contact elements. The pusher
(5, 105) is journaled in the shell for axial movement between
a spring-biased withdrawn position in the shell to a springdriven position partially expelled from the shell upon release
of the spring force. A lock- and release mechanism (14, 120)
is in locked condition arranged to hold the pusher in the
spring-biased position and in unlocked condition arranged to
release the spring force for expelling the pusher. The lockand release mechanism engages the free end of a lever (12,
112) which is journaled on a pivot (13, 113) in the shell for
lever action, the opposite end of the lever carrying a cog wheel
(11, 111) in geared engagement with a cog rack (10, 110)
arranged in the exterior of the pusher (5, 105).
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Lightweight rotary sail and application of such a sail
WO2022167668 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

FARWIND ENERGY ([FR])

B63H-009/02* |H02J-015/00 |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

BOGNET, Brice ([FR])

B63H-009/02* |B63J-2003/002

LAFONT, Thierry ([FR])

H02J-015/008 |

POITOU, Arnaud ([FR])
Priority data including date
FR2101157 2021-02-05 [2021FR-0001157]
Family
WO2022/167668

A1 2022-08-11

The invention relates to a Flettner rotary sail (800) capable of
turning about a vertical axis, and comprising an aerodynamic
surface of rotation extending between a proximal end and a
distal end, comprising, between its two ends, a plurality of
sections centred on the vertical axis and extending along said
axis between two parallel circular hoops, respectively of
diameter 2r; and 2r2, the hoops being spaced apart by a
distance 2h along the vertical axis, the shape of the
aerodynamic surface of the section being defined by the
revolution of a continuous meridian curve comprising,
between the two hoops, a throat of radius r0 less than or equal
to r; and less than or equal to r2.

|B63J-2003/046
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Surface-water-drainage system and method for producing one such
WO2022167413 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

ACO AHLMANN SE & CO. KG ([DE])

E03F-001/00* |E03F-003/04

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

SCHIEWE, Walter ([DE])

E03F-003/04/6*

Priority data including date
DE102021102651 2021-02-04 [2021DE-10102651]
Family
WO2022/167413

A1 2022-08-11

The invention relates to a surface-water-drainage system (10)
having at least one linear-drainage unit (20) in the form of a
conduit and/or pipe, wherein, beneath the conduit-form
and/or pipe-form linear-drainage unit (20), at least one slotted
drainage pipe (30) is arranged in and/or on a drainage bed
(40), wherein the slotted drainage pipe (30) communicates
with the linear-drainage unit (20) via at least one connecting
portion (50), and wherein at least certain areas of a wall (60)
of the slotted drainage pipe (30) have openings (70) through
which water can flow from an interior (80) of the slotted
drainage pipe (30) into the drainage bed (40), and also relates
to a surface-water-drainage system having at least one lineardrainage unit in the form of a conduit and/or pipe, wherein at
least one drainage bed is arranged beneath the conduit-form
and/or pipe-form linear-drainage unit, wherein the drainage
bed is formed from granular material, in particular from
gravel, grit, rubble and/or chippings, and the conduit-form
and/or pipe-form linear-drainage unit communicates via at
least one connecting portion which is provided in the form of
at least one opening on an underside of the conduit-form
and/or pipe-form linear-drainage unit or is provided by a
connecting shaft or by a connecting pipe or in the form of a
drain sump unit, wherein a filtering and/or settling device is
possibly provided, and therefore water can flow out of the
conduit-form and/or pipe-form linear-drainage unit into the
drainage bed, and further relates to a method for producing a
surface-water-drainage system.

|
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Irradiation strategy for additive manufacturing with pulsed irradiation
WO2022167408 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

SIEMENS ENERGY GLOBAL GMBH & CO. KG ([DE])

B22F-010/28* |B22F-010/366 |B22F-010/38
B22F-012/43

|B22F-012/45

|B29C-064/153

Inventors

B29C-064/273 |B29C-064/277 |B29C-064/393

GÖBEL, Fabian ([DE])

B33Y-010/00

|B33Y-030/00 |B33Y-050/02

HEITMANN, Timo ([DE])
BOGNER, Jan Pascal ([DE])

CPC - Cooperative classification
B22F-010/28* |B22F-010/366 |B22F-010/38

Priority data including date

B22F-012/43

|B22F-012/45

DE102021200994 2021-02-03 [2021DE-10200994]

B33Y-050/02

|B33Y-030/00 |B29C-064/153

B29C-064/273 |
Family
WO2022/167408

A1 2022-08-11

The invention relates to a method for irradiating a material
layer (L) during additive manufacturing of a component (10).
The method comprises defining a first pulsed energy input
(E1) into the material layer (L) along an irradiation vector (V),
wherein the first energy input (E1) results in a plurality of
separate melt pools (S1) in the material layer (L), and defining
a second pulsed energy input (E2) into the material layer (L)
along the same irradiation vector (V), wherein the second
energy input (E2) results in an irradiation of material regions
between the separate melt pools (S1) caused by the first
pulsed energy input (E1), and wherein layer material is
continuously irradiated along the irradiation vector (V) by
irradiation with the first and the second pulsed energy inputs
(E1, E2). The invention further relates to a corresponding
computer program and computer program product.

|B33Y-010/00
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Construction element with integrated vibration damping devices
WO2022167379 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

SILENCIONS SP. Z O. O. ([PL])

E04B-009/18* |E04H-009/02 |F16F-007/104

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

KUBAN, Lukasz Robert ([PL])

F16F-007/104* |E04H-009/0215

MODRZYNSKI, Pawel Piotr ([PL])
KRAS, Aleksander Stefan ([PL])
Priority data including date
EP21155318 2021-02-04 [2021EP-0155318]
Family
WO2022/167379

A1 2022-08-11

Construction element (100) comprising a plurality of unitary
vibration damping devices (101) mounted within the
construction element. Each vibration damping device
comprises a support structure (2) in the form of a container
(4) and a resonator arrangement (3) mounted inside the
container. The resonator arrangement comprises at least one
resonator comprising an elastic beam (9a) connected to an
inner side of a wall (24a) of the container and extending to an
inertial mass (8) mounted on the elastic beam and elastically
movable within the container at a resonance frequency of the
resonator.

|E04B-2009/186
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Vibration damping device
WO2022167378 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

SILENCIONS SP. Z O. O. ([PL])

F16F-007/116* |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

KUBAN, Lukasz Robert ([PL])

F16F-007/116* |

MODRZYNSKI, Pawel Piotr ([PL])
KRAS, Aleksander Stefan ([PL])
Priority data including date
EP21155319 2021-02-04 [2021EP-0155319]
Family
A1 2022-08-11

WO2022/167378

Vibration damping device (1) for damping acoustic and
mechanical vibrations, comprising a support structure (2) and
a resonator arrangement (3) coupled to the support structure
(2), the resonator arrangement comprising a plurality of
resonator elements (5), each including an elastic element (9,
9a, 9b) and an inertial oscillating mass (8) coupled to the
elastic

element.

The

resonator

arrangement

further

comprises a frequency adjustment mechanism (10a, 10b,
10c) for each resonator element configured to adjust the
resonant frequency of said each resonator element.
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Explosion-proof housing
WO2022167132 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

SMA SOLAR TECHNOLOGY AG ([DE])

H05K-007/14* |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

MUELLER, Steffen ([DE])

H05K-007/14/32*

Priority data including date
DE102021102511 2021-02-03 [2021DE-10102511]
Family
WO2022/167132

A1 2022-08-11

An explosion-proof housing (1) for a power electronics unit
comprises a housing pan (2) and a cover (3) that closes the
housing pan (2) via a seal, wherein the cover (3) and the
housing pan (2) are pressed against each other only at two
opposing sides, formed by edge regions of the cover (3) and
the housing pan (2), via a plurality of fasteners (4) which can
be released by rotation and engage in latching structures. The
plurality of fasteners (4) are arranged in a central third (6.2)
of the respective sides (6). The explosion-proof housing can
be used in particular for a photovoltaic inverter.

|
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Electric vehicle, electric heater, and electric heating cavity assembly of electric heater
WO2022166033 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

ZHENJIANG HELMHOLTZ HEAT TRANSFER TRANS

B60H-001/00* |B60H-001/22 |F24H-001/00

SYSTEM CO., LTD. ([CN])

F24H-001/12

|F24H-001/14 |F24H-003/04

F24H-009/00

|F24H-009/18 |F28F-003/12

F28F-013/12

|

Inventors
XU, Jian ([CN])
YANG, Cheng ([CN])

CPC - Cooperative classification

SHEN, Zhiwen ([CN])

B60H-001/22/15*

WANG, Peng ([CN])

001/00/9

CHANG, Tao ([CN])

F24H-001/12/1 |B60H-001/22/21

JIANG, Yi ([CN])

F24H-003/04/64

|B60H-2001/2271

|F24H-

|F24H-003/04/35

|F24H-009/18/72

|F24H-

009/18/27
Priority data including date
CN202110145618 2021-02-02 [2021CN-0145618]
Family
WO2022/166033

A1 2022-08-11

The present application discloses an electric vehicle, and a
heating cavity assembly of an electric heater of the electric
vehicle. The heating cavity assembly includes: an electric
heating unit, located in a heating cavity and configured to
convert electric energy into heat energy; a flow channel
structure, located in a heat exchange cavity, configured to
allow a heat transfer medium passing through the flow
channel structure to receive heat energy from the electric
heating unit and including a plurality of medium flow
channels, wherein the plurality of medium flow channels
extend in parallel to each other along respective extension
track lines with a translation relationship.

F24H-001/14/2 |F24H-009/00/15

|B60H-2001/2278
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Air treatment device and air conditioner
WO2022166015 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

GD MIDEA AIR-CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT CO., LTD. ([CN]) F24F-001/0087*

|F24F-001/037 |F24F-013/20

MIDEA GROUP CO., LTD. ([CN])
CPC - Cooperative classification
Inventors
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HE, Zhonghua ([CN])
ZHANG, Zijian ([CN])
XU, Zheng ([CN])
ZENG, Hui ([CN])
DING, Yi ([CN])
Priority data including date
CN202120355906U 2021-02-08 [2021CN-U355906]
CN202110172483 2021-02-08 [2021CN-0172483]
Family
WO2022/166015

A1 2022-08-11

An air treatment device (100) and an air conditioner. The air
treatment device (100) comprises a housing assembly (1), a
water receiving member (2), a water tank assembly (3), and a
driving assembly (4); the housing assembly (1) is provided
with an accommodation cavity (11); the water receiving
member (2) is provided in the accommodation cavity (11); the
water tank assembly (3) comprises a water tank body (31)
and a valve body (32); the water tank body (31) is provided
with a water outlet (311) to supply water into the water
receiving member (2); the valve body (32) is movably provided
at the water outlet (311) to open or block the water outlet
(311); the driving assembly (4) comprises a driving motor (41)
and a transmission component (42); the driving motor (41) is
located outside the accommodation cavity (11) and is
connected to the transmission component (42); and the
transmission component (42) works in conjunction with the
valve body (32) to drive the valve body (32) to move.
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Cleaning device
WO2022165928 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

KINGCLEAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD. ([CN])

A47L-011/34* |A47L-013/20

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

HUANG, Hemin ([CN])
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|

Priority data including date
CN202110174454 2021-02-07 [2021CN-0174454]
Family
WO2022/165928

A1 2022-08-11

A cleaning device, comprising: a mopping assembly (200), the
mopping assembly (200) comprising a rod body (220), a
mopping head (210), and a bearing member (230), the bearing
member (230) and the mopping head (210) being both
connected to the rod body (220), and the bearing member
(230) radially extending outward along the rod body (220);
and a steam engine (100), the steam engine (100) being
detachably borne on the bearing member (230), the steam
engine (100) comprising a processor, and a steam channel
(221) communicated with the steam engine (100) being
provided in the rod body (220) and the mopping head (210).
In a first state, the steam engine (100) is mounted on the
bearing member (230), the projection of the steam engine
(100) deviates from the projection of the rod body (220) along
the extension direction of the rod body (220), the processor is
triggered by a first trigger signal, such that steam generated
by the steam engine (100) can enter the steam channel (221);
and in a second state, the steam engine (100) is removed
from the bearing member (230), and the mopping assembly
(200) is used individually. The cleaning device can achieve
multiple functions, thus meeting multiple demands with one
single device and expanding the application range, and can
reduce waste of resources and lower the costs.
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Housing an etalon in a frequency reference system
WO2022165582 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

QUANTUM VALLEY IDEAS LABORATORIES ([CA])

G01B-009/02* |H01S-003/137 |H01S-005/0687

Inventors
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Priority data including date
US17/166,517 2021-02-03 [2021US-17166517]
Family
WO2022/165582

A1 2022-08-11

In a general aspect, a device is disclosed for providing a
reference frequency of light. The device includes a housing
having a first opening and a second opening. A first optical
window covers the first opening and is coupled to the housing
by a first ceramic bond that forms a hermetic seal around the
first opening. A second optical window covers the second
opening and is coupled to the housing by a second ceramic
bond that forms a hermetic seal around the second opening.
The device also includes an etalon disposed within an
evacuated volume enclosed by at least the housing, the first
optical window, and the second optical window. The device
additionally includes one or more supports suspending the
etalon in the evacuated volume. The one or more supports are
formed of a material having a thermal conductivity no greater
than 5 W/m·K at room temperature.
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Mooring system
WO2022164371 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

JOSOK AB ([SE])

B63B-021/50* |B63B-035/44 |F03D-013/25
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Inventors
MORITZ, Bertil ([SE])
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Priority data including date

B63B-2035/446 |B63B-001/10/7*

SE2100015 2021-01-28 [2021SE-0000015]

B63B-2001/128 |B63B-077/10 |

Family
WO2022/164371

A1 2022-08-04

A mooring system (17) for mooring a floating platform (13)
having a plurality of stabilizing arms (6) with floats (11), the
mooring system (17) comprising an anchoring system (16)
containing a plurality of anchors (27) and anchoring cables
(25) for anchoring the mooring system in deep sea. The
centre part of the mooring system (17) comprises a mooring
unit (18) containing a plurality of mooring elements (19) and
positioning wires (26), where each mooring element is
connected to an adjacent mooring element with a positioning
wire (26) and to an anchor (27).
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Wind power plant
WO2022164368 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

JOSOK AB ([SE])

B63B-035/44* |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification
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Family
WO2022/164368

A1 2022-08-04

A semi-submersible wind power platform (13) comprises a
tower (1) and a plurality of arms (6) for stabilizing the tower,
each arm having a float (11) experiencing an anchoring force.
Each arm (6) consists of two elongated elements (8, 9)
forming with part of the tower (1) a triangle, and at least one
of the elongated elements comprises a catenary element.
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Drive assembly comprising a drive, a pump and a control valve, and system comprising such a
drive assembly
WO2022164312 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

HOLMATRO B.V. ([NL])

F04B-007/00* |F04B-017/03

|F04B-049/00

F04B-049/20

|
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Inventors
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CPC - Cooperative classification
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F04B-049/22* |F04B-017/03
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Priority data including date
NL2027444 2021-01-27 [2021NL-2027444]
Family
WO2022/164312

A1 2022-08-04

The present invention relates to a drive assembly, comprising:
- a drive, controllable to exhibit a selected one of a plurality of
drive modes that comprise driving said drive in one of a first
driving direction and a second driving direction, wherein the
second driving direction is directed opposite relative to the
first driving direction; and; - a pump that is drivable by the drive
and configured to produce an hydraulic flow. - wherein the
pump is configured to produce the hydraulic flow to flow in a
flow direction that is independent of the first driving direction
or the second driving direction of the selected drive mode;
and - the drive assembly further comprises a control valve
that is configured to be set in a valve position associated with
the selected drive mode and configured to thereby direct the
hydraulic flow produced by the pump in dependence of the
selected drive mode of the drive along a selected one or more
of a plurality of flow paths that are arranged downstream of
the pump. The invention further relates to a system
comprising such a drive assembly.
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A power generation and/or storage apparatus
WO2022162394 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

VERDERG LIMITED ([GB])

F03G-003/08* |F16F-015/30

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

ROBERTS, Peter ([GB])
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Priority data including date
GB202101376 2021-02-01 [2021GB-0001376]
Family
WO2022/162394

A1 2022-08-04

A power generation and/or storage apparatus comprising a
buoyant flywheel (1), wherein the flywheel is arranged, in use,
in contact with a body of liquid for rotation about a
substantially vertical axis, an underside of the flywheel
comprising a circumferentially extending opening 82),
wherein, in use, gas is trapped within the opening by the
surface of the liquid to define a gas cushion for supporting
the flywheel.
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Battery tray with underbody and traction battery
WO2022161979 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

KAUTEX TEXTRON GMBH & CO. KG ([DE])

B60K-001/04* |B62D-025/20 |B62D-035/02
B62D-037/02
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Inventors
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CPC - Cooperative classification
H01M-050/242 |H01M-050/249 |H01M-050/207

Priority data including date
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|B62D-035/02 |B62D-025/20/72

B60Y-2410/122 |B60Y-2306/01 |
Family
WO2022/161979

A1 2022-08-04

The invention relates to a battery tray, in particular a battery
tray for a traction battery, wherein the battery tray is formed
from plastic, wherein the battery tray has a base and at least
four side walls, wherein the battery tray has a receiving
volume, the receiving volume being designed to receive and
secure at least one battery module, and wherein the battery
tray is configured at least in regions as an underbody of a
motor vehicle.
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Electrical machine and method for cleaning an air gap in an electrical machine
WO2022161867 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

ROLLS-ROYCE DEUTSCHLAND LTD & CO KG ([DE])

H02K-001/32* |H02K-009/02 |H02K-009/26

Inventors
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Priority data including date
DE102021101937 2021-01-28 [2021DE-10101937]
Family
WO2022/161867

A1 2022-08-04

The invention relates to an electrical machine which has: a
stator (1), which forms a cylindrical inner face (11); a rotor (2),
which rotates inside the stator (1) about a longitudinal axis
(31) which defines an axial direction, the rotor (2) forming a
cylindrical outer face (21); and an air gap (3), which is formed
between the cylindrical outer face (21) of the rotor (2) and the
cylindrical inner face (11) of the stator (1). Means (4) are
provided for providing an air flow in the air gap (3), wherein
the air flow flows in and/or counter to the axial direction in the
air gap (3). The invention also relates to a method for cleaning
an air gap in an electrical machine.
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Method for producing a component made of a fiber-reinforced plastic
WO2022161682 A1
Current assignees
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ZF FRIEDRICHSHAFEN AG ([DE])
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B29C-053/80
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Inventors
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MÜLLER, Ingolf ([DE])
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Priority data including date
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B29C-070/56
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Family
WO2022/161682

A1 2022-08-04

The invention relates to a method for producing a component
(1, 33) made of a fiber-reinforced plastic according to a threedimensional winding process. At least one thread support
(11) is wound with a thread-shaped fiber material (12), which
is provided on at least one coil (18), with at least one winding
pattern as a towpreg semi-finished product by means of at
least one computer-supported winding device. The towpreg
semi-finished product consists of a mixture (30) of a
duroplastic resin, at least one curing agent, at least one
accelerator, and plastic fibers (29) integrated into the mixture
(30), and the fiber material (12) is guided on the thread
support (11) by a guiding element (24), which is arranged on
a fiber guiding device (25) and which has a substantially
circular exit cross-section, and is deflected by the guiding
element (24) while forming the winding pattern, and the fiber
material (12) is temporarily brought into contact with the
guiding element (24) during a deflecting process. The content
of curing agent and accelerator in the duroplastic resin is
selected such that by virtue of a frictional heat produced by
the deflection of the fiber material (12) on the surface of the
fiber material (12) and/or by an additional introduction of heat
in the region contacting the guide element (24), the resin is
temporarily liquefied.
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Mounting system and load carrying device
WO2022161645 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification
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Inventors
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Family
WO2022/161645

A1 2022-08-04

A mounting system (10) for mounting a load carrying device
(20), the mounting system (10) comprising at least two
mounting seat elements (112) each having a mounting seat
(114) for accommodating a respective (118) mounting insert
(118) of a load carrying device (20).
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Process for producing an interconnect device for electronic and/or mechatronic components
and interconnect device
WO2022161579 A1
Current assignees
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Priority data including date
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2201/0215

Family
WO2022/161579

A1 2022-08-04

The invention relates to a process for producing an
interconnect device (1) for electronic and/or mechatronic
components, to an interconnect device for electronic and/or
mechatronic components, and to a circuit. More particularly,
the invention relates to a process for producing an
interconnect device (1) for electronic and/or mechatronic
components, comprising the steps of producing a main body
(2) by an additive manufacturing method, wherein the main
body (2) comprises or consists of a polymer material (8)
comprising metal particles (10), contacting a main body
surface (3) of the main body (2) with a smoothing agent that
dissolves the polymer material (8), such that the main body
surface (3) is essentially free of metal particles (10), and
producing at least one conductor track (12, 18) on the main
body surface (3).
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Connector and electronic device
WO2022161504 A1
Current assignees
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Inventors
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Family
WO2022/161504

A1 2022-08-04

The present application relates to the technical field of
electronic devices. Provided is a connector and an electronic
device for solving the technical problem of poor signal
transmission performance of a connector. The connector
provided in the present application comprises a substrate and
M conductive terminals; the substrate has M through holes,
and the M conductive terminals pass through the M through
holes in a one-to-one correspondence manner; the conductive
terminals each have a first conductive portion, a second
conductive portion, and a holding portion; the first conductive
portion is located at one end of the conductive terminal, the
second conductive portion is located at the other end of the
conductive terminal, and the holding portion is located
between the first conductive portion and the second
conductive portion; the holding portion is fixed in the through
hole by means of a fixing medium; and M is an integer greater
than or equal to 1. In the connector provided in the present
application, as the conductive terminals can be fixedly
connected to the substrate by means of fixing media, the
arrangement of a stub structure can be avoided, so as to
improve signal transmission performance of the conductive
terminals.
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Gabion noise barrier
EP4050158 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification
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Inventors
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Family
EP4050158

A1 2022-08-31

Background of the invention 1. field of the Invention The
invention relates to a gabion basket as a noise protection
element, which has at least two separate regions and each of
the regions extends over the entire height and the entire width
of the gabion basket. 2. The regions of the gabion basket are
delimited by separating devices. The region facing the noise
source is filled with a first filling material and the region facing
away from the noise source is filled with compressed
insulating and supporting material. The invention further
comprises a gabion basket which has at least three separate
regions, each of the regions extending over the entire height
and the entire width of the gabion basket. The regions of the
gabion basket are delimited by separating devices which
extend over the entire height and the entire width of the
gabion basket. The region facing the noise source is filled
with a first filling material, the region facing away from the
noise source is filled with a second filling material, and at
least one of the regions, which is located between the region
facing the noise source and the region facing away from the
noise source, houses compressed insulating and supporting
material. The two gabion baskets are characterized in that an
additional grid wall is fixed inside and on the inside of the
gabion basket on at least one side of the gabion basket facing
the noise.
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Module for fibre preparation machine and fibre preparation machine
EP4050137 A1
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EP4050137

A1 2022-08-31

The invention relates to a module (1-19) for a fiber
preparation machine, wherein the module (1-19) is cuboid and
has a length (L), a width (B) and a height (H). the invention
also relates to a fiber preparation machine comprising a
plurality of modules (1-19). The module (1-19) has at least
two side walls (20, 22) which are spaced apart in the width
(B), are arranged in one plane in each case and are connected
to one another by at least one crossmember (24, 25), the
planes of the side walls (20, 22) being arranged parallel to one
another and the side walls (20, 22) each being enclosed by a
frame (21, 23). A first limb (28) of the frame (21, 23) is
arranged in the plane of the respective side wall (20, 22) and
a second limb (29) of the frame (21, 23) is in each case
arranged pointing away at right angles from the respectively
opposite side wall (20, 22).
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Compound component and method for manufacturing same
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A1 2022-08-31

The invention relates to a composite component (100)
comprising a structural component (1) made of a
thermoplastic material or a thermoplastic-based composite
material and at least one injection moulded component (2)
made of a plastic. the structural component (1) is backinjected with the injection moulded component (2) in a backinjection section (12). According to the invention, the
composite component (100) has at least one connecting
component (3) made of a textile fabric, wherein the
connecting component (3) is surrounded and/or penetrated
by the injection molding component (2) in the rear injection
molding section (12) and wherein the connecting component
(3) is connected to the structural component (1) outside the
rear injection molding section (12).
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Family
EP4046664

A2 2022-08-24

The invention relates to a UV-C module for indoor air
disinfection or disinfection of air by treatment with ultraviolet
(UV) radiation, and to a system comprising said UV-C module.
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Method for producing a stepped cross-sectional taper on a one-piece, tubular workpiece made
of metal, a one-piece tubular workpiece produced using the method and device for carrying out
the method
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EP4046725

A1 2022-08-24

a clamping tool (SW) for spatially fixing the tubular workpiece
(W), preferably a clamp or clamping jaw or a multi-segment
clamping system.
The present invention relates to a method for producing a
step-shaped cross-sectional taper on a one-piece, tubular
workpiece (W) made of metal, wherein a forming region (U) of
the workpiece (W) is formed after a reduction in cross section
and heating in the forming region (U) to form a shoulder (S),
wherein a turning point tangent of the shoulder (S) encloses
a right or almost right angle with the central axis (MW) of the
workpiece (W). The invention also relates to the shaped
workpiece (W) produced therewith and to the device required
for this purpose.
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Cable winch
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B66D-001/08* |B66D-001/44 |B66D-001/50

WILLENBÜCHER, Michael ([DE])

B66D-2700/035 |F16D-2121/12 |

HOFMANN, Claus ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021104131 2021-02-22 [2021DE-10104131]
DE102021103443 2021-02-15 [2021DE-10103443]
Family
EP4043383

A1 2022-08-17

The invention relates to a forestry cable winch (1) which has
a cable drum (3) which is driven by a drive motor (2) and on
which a cable (4) is wound, the cable drum being operatively
connected to a braking device (9), the braking device (9) being
designed as a spring-loaded brake, which is loaded by a
spring device (35) in the direction of a braking position and by
a hydraulic brake release pressure present in a brake release
pressure line (36) in the direction of a release position,
wherein the drive motor (2) is designed as a hydraulic motor
which is connected by means of a first pressure medium line
(15) and a second pressure medium line (16) to a directional
control valve device (10) controlling the drive motor (2). A
bypass valve device (45) is provided which connects the
pressure medium lines (15, 16), is arranged in a connecting
line (46) connecting the two pressure medium lines (15, 16)
and has a blocking position (45 a) and a throughflow position
(45 b), wherein the bypass valve device (45) is actuated in the
direction of the blocking position (45 a) by a hydraulic control
pressure present in a control line (50), wherein the springloaded brake (9) and the bypass valve device (45) are jointly
actuated by a control valve (55).
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System for mounting insulating elements on structural elements
EP4043324 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Sika Technology AG ([CH])

B62D-065/02* |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Lindgren, Henrik ([BE])

B62D-065/02/2*

Sander, Wolf-Peter ([DE])

025/00
B62D-029/00/2 |

Priority data including date
EP21156674 2021-02-11 [2021EP-0156674]
Family
EP4043324

A1 2022-08-17

The invention relates to a system (20) for attaching insulating
elements (16) to structural elements (12, 14) in motor
vehicles. said system comprises several insulating elements
(16) which are provided in at least one stack (1). The system
(20) also comprises at least one structural element (12, 14)
of a motor vehicle and a robot (8). The robot (8) is designed
in such a way that it can remove a single insulating element
(16) from the stack (1) and arrange it on the structural
element (12, 14).
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System for mounting insulating elements on structural elements
EP4043323 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Sika Technology AG ([CH])

B62D-065/02* |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Lindgren, Henrik ([BE])

B62D-065/02/2*

Sander, Wolf-Peter ([DE])

025/00
B62D-029/00/2 |

Priority data including date
EP21156672 2021-02-11 [2021EP-0156672]
Family
EP4043323

A1 2022-08-17

The invention relates to a system for attaching insulating
elements (16) to structural elements (12, 14) in motor
vehicles. said system comprises several provided insulating
elements (16), a transfer element (30), an intermediate
station (29), a robot (8) and at least one structural element
(12, 14). The transfer element (30) is designed to arrange the
provided insulating elements (16) in the intermediate station
(29), and the insulating elements (16) are arranged in a
predefined spatial position and position in the intermediate
station (29) for removal by the robot (8). The robot (8) is
designed to remove individual insulating elements (16) from
the intermediate station (29) and to arrange them on
structural elements (12, 14).
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Porous and cellular metals and metal structures of open porosity impregnated with cork,
production processes thereof and uses of same
EP4043125 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Universidade de Aveiro ([PT])

B22F-003/11* |B22F-003/26

|B22F-007/08

C22C-001/04

|E04C-002/26

|B22F-007/06

Inventors
ALEXANDRINO DUARTE, Isabel Maria ([PT])

CPC - Cooperative classification

DOS SANTOS PINTO, Susana Cristina ([PT])

B22F-2007/066 |B22F-007/08

DE AGUIAR PEREIRA MARQUES, Paula Alexandrina ([PT])

C22C-001/04/16

|B22F-003/26

|E04C-002/26 |B22F-003/11/03*

B22F-2998/10 |C22C-001/08 |
Priority data including date
PT11583519 2019-10-11 [2019PT-0115835]
WOIB2020/059560 2020-10-12 [2020WO-IB59560]
Family
EP4043125

A1 2022-08-17

The present invention refers to porous and cellular metals and
metallic structures of open porosity embedded with
strengthened or non-strengthened cork, manufacturing
processes and uses thereof.The process for obtaining these
new materials and structures comprises filling the open pores
of porous and cellular metals and metallic structures with a
cork-based material in the form of particles, granules, grains,
powder, and the like and combinations thereof, obtainable
from cork of several types and origins.The developed
materials are light-weighted, multifunctional, have improved
properties of acoustic insulation and thermal behaviour, and
a significant enhancement of mechanical performance.The
present invention pertains to the field of macromolecular
organic compounds and the preparation thereof, in particular
preparation of macromolecular compounds for porous or
cellular materials, such as foams of composite materials, by
the embedding process, with applications in the construction
industry, transportation, furniture and design, footwear,
construction of machines, tools and devices.
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Holding device for an electronic price label
EP4044158 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

umdasch Store Makers Management GmbH ([AT])

G09F-003/20* |A47F-005/08
A47F-005/00

|G09F-009/35

|

Inventors
KENDLER, Franz ([AT])

CPC - Cooperative classification

MARKO, Stefan ([AT])

G09F-003/20/8*

|G09F-003/20/4|A47F-005/08/69

G09F-003/20/2 |G09F-009/35 |A47F-005/00/68
Priority data including date
AT500832021 2021-02-10 [2021AT-0050083]
Family
EP4044158

A1 2022-08-17
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Shoulder support and clamping unit for a shoulder support
EP4044170 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Gustav Pirazzi & Comp. GmbH & Co. KG ([DE])

G10D-003/18* |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Korfker, Berent ([GB])

G10D-003/18* |

Priority data including date
EP21157355 2021-02-16 [2021EP-0157355]
Family
EP4044170

A1 2022-08-17

The invention relates to a shoulder rest (30) for a stringed
instrument, comprising a support element (32) extending in a
longitudinal direction (L) for placing on the shoulder and/or
chest of the player, on which a number of folding clamping
units (34) are arranged. the aim of the invention is to be able
to be adapted to different geometric specifications in a
particularly simple manner. For this purpose, the shaft (50) of
the or each clamping unit (34) is mounted in each case by
means of integrally formed pivot pins (58) in an associated
pivot bearing (55), the bearing shells (60) of which, according
to the invention, are each designed in the manner of an arc
segment which does not engage around or enclose the pivot
pin (58) completely, but only over a certain arc length. In this
case, the shank is preferably placed off-center and thus
permits

particularly

adjustments.

simple

and

rapid

dimensional
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Robotic system modelling
EP4044073 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority ([GB])

G06N-005/04* |G06N-005/02 |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

SKILTON, Robert ([GB])

G06N-005/04* |G06N-005/02 |

GOODLIFFE, Matthew ([GB])
CALISKANELLI, Ipek ([GB])
Priority data including date
EP21157352 2021-02-16 [2021EP-0157352]
Family
EP4044073

A1 2022-08-17

Modelling apparatus for modelling a robotic system, the
modelling apparatus configured to: model the robotic system
with a model, the model comprising instances of at least a
subset of a set of defined types interconnected with links,
each instance being a description of an element of the robotic
system, the links between the instances representing
relationships therebetween; and validate the model against
validation rules by determining whether the model satisfies
those rules, wherein the validation rules comprise: a definition
of one or more directed acyclic graphs of the defined types
interconnected with parent-child relationships, the defined
types

corresponding

to

nodes

and

the

parent-child

relationships corresponding to directional edges of the one or
more directed acyclic graphs, each defined type defining type
rules for that type which an instance of that type must satisfy
in order to be valid, each parent-child relationship between a
pair of the types defining those types as parent and child
types relative to one another according to the corresponding
edge direction, wherein each child type inherits the type rules
of each of its parent types according to the parent-child
relationships.
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Information display device
EP4043965 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Adam, Bernd ([DE])

G04G-009/04* |G04G-021/02 |G06F-001/16

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Adam, Bernd ([DE])

G04G-021/02* |G04G-009/04/5
G06F-001/16/56

Priority data including date

001/32/15

EP21156581 2021-02-11 [2021EP-0156581]

G06F-001/32/65

Family
EP4043965

A1 2022-08-17

A device for displaying information (6, 7), comprising the time
and/or date, with a preferably flat, frame-like housing (8), a
flat information carrier (3) covering or covering the housing
(8) and several light sources (9) in the housing (8) behind the
information carrier (3), wherein the information carrier (3)
preferably has on the rear side an at least partially opaque
screen (15) with recesses which correspond to the respective
time and/or date, wherein in each case a light source (9) is
arranged behind each recess or a group of recesses, so that
when the light source (9) is activated the time and/or date is
visible or readable from the front side of the information
carrier (3), and wherein a control with an electronic clock
mechanism, preferably comprising a radio clock, is provided
in the housing (8), which controls the light sources (9) for time
display and/or date display, characterized in that a detection
device is arranged in order to detect the orientation of the
housing (8).

|G06F-001/16/26

|G06F-001/16/94

|G06F-

|G06F-001/32/87

|
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Composite panel
EP4043659 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

MMK Holz-Beton-Fertigteile GmbH ([AT])

E04B-005/12* |E04B-005/23

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

VOGELMANN, Martin ([DE])

E04B-005/12* |E04C-002/26 |E04B-2005/235
E04B-005/23

Priority data including date
AT500952021 2021-02-12 [2021AT-0050095]
Family
EP4043659

A1 2022-08-17

1. In the case of a composite ceiling (1), comprising a tensile
layer (2) and a concrete layer (3) connected to the tensile layer
(2), wherein the tensile layer (2) has a predefinable plurality of
predefinable depressions (5, 6) on a tensile layer inner side
(4) facing the concrete layer (3), in which recesses (5, 6) the
concrete layer (3) engages in order to form a shear-resistant
bond between the concrete layer (3) and the tensile layer (2),
it is proposed that at least one first recess (6) is designed as
a stepped recess which has at least two depths which differ
from one another.

|

|
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Electrolysis plant
EP4043615 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Kraftanlagen München GmbH ([DE])

C25B-001/04* |C25B-009/70 |C25B-015/00
C25B-015/021 |C25B-015/08 |

Inventors
WEBER, Alfons ([DE])

CPC - Cooperative classification

KORFF, Christopher ([DE])

C25B-001/04* |C25B-009/70 |C25B-015/00

LOTTES, Daniel ([DE])

C25B-015/021 |C25B-015/08 |

Priority data including date
DE102021103191 2021-02-11 [2021DE-10103191]
Family
EP4043615

A1 2022-08-17

The invention relates to an electrolysis system for producing
hydrogen by means of electrolysis, comprising two
electrolyser units (14 A, 14 B), each of which comprises at
least one electrolyser module (16), and a secondary system
unit (12), wherein the secondary plant unit (12) is arranged
between the electrolyser units (14 A, 14B) and is connected
to both electrolyser units (14 A, 14B) via a common pipeline
unit (20), so that the secondary plant unit (12) is assigned to
both electrolyser units (14 A, 14B) in common.
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Method and device for reusing organic material
EP4043544 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

WAS Wirtschaftsagentur Martin Schroeder GmbH ([DE])

C12M-001/107*

|C12M-001/09 |C12M-001/34

C12M-001/00 |
Inventors
LÖSCH, Walter, Dr. ([DE])

CPC - Cooperative classification

SEEBER, Rinaldo ([DE])

C12M-021/04* |C12M-023/56 |C12M-041/26

SCHROEDER, Martin ([DE])

C12M-047/10 |C12M-043/08 |C12M-045/09
C12M-047/06 |

Priority data including date
DE102021101167 2021-01-20 [2021DE-10101167]
Family
EP4043544

A1 2022-08-17

The invention relates to a method for producing Biogas from
biomass which is conveyed in a mass flow through the biogas
plant, characterized by the following method steps: a)
collecting biomass in the form of plant residues, food
residues or other organic waste or raw materials, b)
hydrolyzing the biomass during a residence time in a number
of hydrolysis tanks connected in parallel in the mass flow, as
a result of which the biomass is converted into a hydrolysate
having a pH of less than 7, c) collecting the gas formed in step
b) and separating the hydrogen formed from other gases, in
particular from CO.2, d) transferring liquid hydrolysate formed
in step c) from each of the hydrolysis tanks into a common
liquid store located downstream of the hydrolysis tanks, e)
discharging the hydrolysate to one or more fermenters for
obtaining methane from the hydrolysate, in particular with the
addition of methane-producing bacterial cultures.
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Battery cell holder group and energy storage device package comprising same
EP4040580 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Dongguan Amperex Technology Limited ([CN])

H01M-050/20* |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

ZHOU, Jinbing ([CN])

H01M-010/613 |H01M-050/20* |H01M-050/24

WANG, Xin ([CN])

Y02E-060/10

Priority data including date
CN201910934489 2019-09-29 [2019CN-0934489]
WOCN2020/080023 2020-03-18 [2020WO-CN80023]
Family
EP4040580

A1 2022-08-10

The present application relates to a cell frame set and an
energy storage device package including the cell frame set.
Embodiments of the present application provide a cell frame
set, including: a first frame, the first frame having a first side
edge and a second side edge opposite to the first side edge,
wherein the first side edge and the second side edge of the
first frame are provided with protruding structures; and a
second frame, the second frame having a first side edge and
a second side edge opposite to the first side edge, wherein
the first side edge and the second side edge of the first frame
are provided with fitting members, wherein the protruding
structure of the first frame forms a tight fit with the fitting
member of the second frame.
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Printable semiconductor structures and related methods of making and assembling
EP4040474 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

The Board of Trustees of the University of Illinois ([US])

H01L-021/84* |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

NUZZO, Ralph ([US])

H01L-2924/13091

|B82Y-010/00 |H01L-027/12/66

ROGERS, John ([US])

H01L-027/12/92

|H01L-029/06/65*

MENARD, Etienne ([FR])

029/06/73

LEE, Keon Jae ([KR])

H01L-029/16/06

|H01L-029/22 |H01L-029/66/742

KHANG, Dahl-Young ([KR])

H01L-029/786/96

|H01L-2221/6835

|H01L-

SUN, Yugang ([US])

2221/68354

MEITL, Matthew ([US])

H01L-2221/68368

|H01L-2221/68377

|H01L-

ZHU, Zhengtao ([US])

2924/0002

KO, Heung Cho ([US])

H01L-2924/1033

|H01L-2924/19041

|H01L-

MACK, Shawn ([US])

2924/30105

|H01L-

H01L-2924/3025

|H01L-021/84 |H01L-029/778/6

Priority data including date

H01L-029/20/03

|H01L-029/66/666

|H01L-

US14/554,205 2005-06-02 [2005US-14554205]

029/66/712

US14/557,405 2005-06-02 [2005US-14557405]

H01L-029/78/02

|H01L-021/02/694

|H01L-

EP15163216 2006-06-01 [2015EP-0163216]

021/02/697

EP06771761 2006-06-01 [2006EP-0771761]

B82Y-040/00

WOUS2006/021161 2006-06-01 [2006WO-US21161]

H01L-029/778/1

US11/145,574 2005-06-02 [2005US-11145574]
WOUS2005/019354 2005-06-02 [2005WO-US19354]
US11/145,542 2005-06-02 [2005US-11145542]
Family
EP4040474

A1 2022-08-10

|G03F-007/00/02
|

|H01L-021/683/5
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The present invention provides a high yield pathway for the
fabrication, transfer and assembly of high quality printable
semiconductor

elements

having

selected

physical

dimensions, shapes, compositions and spatial orientations.
The compositions and methods of the present invention
provide high precision registered transfer and integration of
arrays of microsized and/or nanosized semiconductor
structures onto substrates, including large area substrates
and/or flexible substrates. In addition, the present invention
provides methods of making printable semiconductor
elements from low cost bulk materials, such as bulk silicon
wafers, and smart-materials processing strategies that
enable a versatile and commercially attractive printing-based
fabrication platform for making a broad range of functional
semiconductor devices.
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Displacement device
EP4039912 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

PERI SE ([DE])

E04G-019/00* |E04G-003/28 |B61B-010/00
E01D-021/10

|

Inventors
Maucher, Christian ([DE])

CPC - Cooperative classification
E01D-021/10

Priority data including date
DE102021102727 2021-02-05 [2021DE-10102727]
Family
EP4039912

A1 2022-08-10

The invention relates to a displacement device (1) for
displacing an object (3) guided by at least one rail (2) and
displaceable in a displacement direction (V) along the rail (2).
The displacement device (1) comprises a driver head (10)
which can be placed on the rail (2) and comprises a receiving
element (10 a) for coupling to a first end region (6) of an
actuator (5), wherein the actuator (5) can be coupled by a
second end region (7) to an object receiving element (3 a) of
the object (3) in such a way that, during operation of the
actuator (5), the object receiving element (3 a) can be
displaced in a direction along the rail (2) away from the driver
head (10) or towards the driver head (10). The displacement
device (1) further comprises an eccentric receiving element
(11) which can be placed on the rail (2) and which can be
moved by means of at least one lever element (12, 12 a)
rotatably connected to the driver head (10) and at least one
lever element (12, 12 a) and the eccentric receiving element
(11) is displaceably connected to the driver head (10),
wherein an eccentric axis, which is perpendicular to the
displacement direction (V), of a pivot bearing, via which the
eccentric element (13, 13 a) and the eccentric receiving
element (11) are rotatably connected, is arranged with
respect to the eccentric element (13, 13 a) and the eccentric
receiving element (11) in such a way that a contact surface
(13 ', 13a') of the eccentric element (13, 13 a) can rest
frictionally against a rail surface (2') of the rail (2) from a
minimum distance of the eccentric receiving element (11)
from the driver head (10). Finally, the displacement device (1)
comprises at least one pretensioning element (20) which is
coupled to the driver head (10) and to the eccentric receiving

|E04G-003/28 |E04G-019/00/3*

E04G-2003/283 |E01D-019/10/6|
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element (11) and which is designed such that, which repels
the eccentric receiving element (11) from the driver head (10)
and which is sufficient for the contact surface (13 ', 13a') to
rest against the rail surface (2') in a frictionally engaged
manner when the displacement device (1) is placed on the rail
(2).
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Vibration damping device
EP4040008 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Silencions sp. z o. o. ([PL])

F16F-007/116* |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

KUBAN, Lukasz Robert ([PL])

F16F-007/116* |

MODRZYNSKI, Pawel Piotr ([PL])
KRAS, Aleksander Stefan ([PL])
Priority data including date
EP21155319 2021-02-04 [2021EP-0155319]
Family
A1 2022-08-10

EP4040008

Vibration damping device (1) for damping acoustic and
mechanical vibrations, comprising a support structure (2) and
a resonator arrangement (3) coupled to the support structure
(2), the resonator arrangement comprising a plurality of
resonator elements (5), each including an elastic element (9,
9a, 9b) and an inertial oscillating mass (8) coupled to the
elastic

element.

The

resonator

arrangement

further

comprises a frequency adjustment mechanism (10a, 10b,
10c) for each resonator element configured to adjust the
resonant frequency of said each resonator element.
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Construction element with integrated vibration damping devices
EP4040007 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Silencions sp. z o. o. ([PL])

F16F-007/104* |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

KUBAN, Lukasz Robert ([PL])

F16F-007/104* |E04H-009/0215

MODRZYNSKI, Pawel Piotr ([PL])
KRAS, Aleksander Stefan ([PL])
Priority data including date
EP21155318 2021-02-04 [2021EP-0155318]
Family
EP4040007

A1 2022-08-10

Construction element (100) comprising a plurality of unitary
vibration damping devices (101) mounted within the
construction element. Each vibration damping device
comprises a support structure (2) in the form of a container
(4) and a resonator arrangement (3) mounted inside the
container. The resonator arrangement comprises at least one
resonator comprising an elastic beam (9a) connected to an
inner side of a wall (24a) of the container and extending to an
inertial mass (8) mounted on the elastic beam and elastically
movable within the container at a resonance frequency of the
resonator.

|E04B-2009/186
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Removable heating structure comprising a fabric
EP4039920 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Karagoz, Efraim ([FR])

E04H-015/10* |E04H-015/12 |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Karagoz, Efraim ([FR])

E04H-015/12* |E04H-015/10 |E04H-015/60

Priority data including date
FR2101181 2021-02-08 [2021FR-0001181]
Family
EP4039920

A1 2022-08-10

Dismountable Structure (1) comprising: • a fabric (2)
comprising at least one opening; • a plurality of support
elements able to support said fabric (2); • at least one
electrical energy storage element (5); characterized in that: •
at least one electrical energy storage element (5) is
configured to provide an amount of electrical energy to at
least one heat emitting element in contact with the web (2),
said at least one heat emitting element being configured to
emit an amount of thermal energy towards an inner area of
the removable structure (1), said inner area being delimited by
an inner surface of the fabric.
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Clean room
EP4039904 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Plur, Andreas ([DE])

E04B-002/78* |E04B-001/24

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Plur, Andreas ([DE])

E04B-2002/7498
2002/7477

Priority data including date
DE202021100593U 2021-02-05 [2021DE-20100593]
Family
EP4039904

A1 2022-08-10

The invention relates to a clean room (10), in particular for the
production and processing of medical films, comprising an
interior space (24) which is delimited by wall regions (12, 14,
16, 18), a ceiling region (20) and a floor region (22), an interior
space (24) which is formed from supporting profiles (28, 30,
30, 32) and surrounding the interior space (24), and panels
(34, 66, 72) which are fastened releasably to the supporting
framework (26) with the aid of fastening elements (40),
wherein edge sides (50, 52) of each panel (34, 66, 72) are
braced against a respective supporting profile (28, 30, 32)
towards the interior space (24) in each case with the inclusion
of a sealing element (54, 56). In order to mount the clean
room in a simple and flexible manner while avoiding slots and
grooves at connecting points between two panels, the
supporting profiles (38, 30, 32) are façade profiles which have
a screw channel (36, 38) which extends over the length of the
profile and is designed to receive the fastening means (40) in
the form of a screw with a self-tapping thread.

E04B-001/24

|

|E04B-002/74

|E04B-002/78/18*

|E04B-
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Use of a heat source for power generation and aircraft with cooling system
EP4036382 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Airbus Operations GmbH ([DE])

F01K-025/04* |F01K-025/06

|

Airbus Defence and Space GmbH ([DE])
CPC - Cooperative classification
Inventors

F01K-025/04* |F01K-025/06/5 |Y02E-060/50

Piesker, Markus ([DE])

Y02T-090/40

Lohmiller, Winfried ([DE])

B60L-2200/10 |B64D-027/24 |H01M-008/04/029

|Y02T-050/50

H01M-008/04/059
Priority data including date
DE102021101987 2021-01-28 [2021DE-10101987]
Family
EP4036382

A1 2022-08-03

The invention relates to a cooling system (10) with a twophase refrigerant, comprising a condenser (110), an
evaporator (130) and a conveying device (120). The
evaporator (130) is integrated in a heat source (130, 172) or
is thermally coupled thereto. Expanding gaseous refrigerant
from the evaporator (130) in an expander (160), converting it
to mechanical energy, and using it to drive a generator (162)
for power generation. The invention also relates to an aircraft
comprising a cooling system (10), wherein an electric drive (5,
7) is supplied with current from a fuel cell (130, 172) cooled
by the cooling system and the generator (162) of the cooling
system (10).

2250/20

|B60L-058/33

|H01M-008/04/074

|H01M-
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Processing device for processing a textile workpiece and method for controlling a processing
device
EP4036293 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Technische Universität Dresden ([DE])

D03D-047/39* |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

VORHOF, Michael ([DE])

D03D-015/60* |D03D-047/27 |D03D-047/39

SENNEWALD, Cornelia ([DE])
HOFFMANN, Gerald ([DE])
WEISE, Daniel ([DE])
SCHEGNER, Philipp ([DE])
CHERIF, Chokri ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021101792 2021-01-27 [2021DE-10101792]
Family
EP4036293

A1 2022-08-03

The invention relates to a processing device for processing a
textile workpiece and to a method for processing a textile
workpiece. According to various aspects, a processing device
(100) for processing a textile workpiece may comprise: a
processing area (140); a template area (130); a storage region
(111) for storing structural elements; a feed system (120) for
introducing a respective structural element (101) piecewise
from the storage region (111) into the presentation region
(130); and a processing unit (150) for processing a textile
workpiece in the processing region (140), wherein the
processing unit (150) is configured to remove a respective
structural element (101) from the template region (130) and
to bind it into the textile workpiece.
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Floating water drum, in compact modular lightweight construction, with movable curved blades
and synchronous gear generator for power supply
DE102022000289 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Maier Klement ([DE])

F03B-007/00* |

Inventors
Erfinder gleich Anmelder ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021000389 2021-02-23 [2021DE-10000389]
Family
DE102022000289

A1 2022-08-25

Flow water drum consists of aluminum profiles which are
mounted on a shaft and differ in their type, compared with
conventional water drums, by a compact modular lightweight
construction with the rotatably mounted, movable, curved,
anodized blades.
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Integrated steering suspension module for a vehicle
DE102022104160 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

AKTIEBOLAGET SKF ([SE])

B60G-013/08* |B60G-015/07 |B62D-007/18

FCA ITALY S.P.A. ([IT])
CPC - Cooperative classification
Inventors

B60G-2206/50 |B62D-007/18 |B60G-2204/129

Badino Renato ([IT])

B60G-2204/416 |B60G-2206/722

Falossi Marco ([IT])

B60G-013/00/6*

Lamboglia Francesco ([IT])

B62D-007/16

Pavesio Carlo ([IT])

F16D-2055/0012

Priority data including date
IT202100004076 2021-02-23 [2021IT-0004076]
Family
DE102022104160

A1 2022-08-25

|B60G-007/00/5

|B60G-2200/10 |B60G-2204/418

|B62D-007/20 |F16D-065/00/62
|
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Personal selection of a two-wheeled or three-wheeled vehicle
DE102021211186 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

ZF Friedrichshafen AG ([DE])

B62J-050/20* |G06Q-050/30 |

Inventors
Pröbstl Alma ([DE])
Kastens Jens ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021211186 2021-10-05 [2021DE-10211186]
Family
DE102021211186

A1 2022-08-25

Method for selecting a two-wheeler or three-wheeler and/or
components for a wheel on a personal basis, having the
following steps: - evaluation (S1) of a selection from personal
route data, weather conditions and user inputs by means of a
K1; - selection (S2) of one or more wheels and/or components
for a wheel on the basis of the route data, weather conditions
and user inputs.

2022/09/15
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Multi-point link for a running gear
DE102021201721 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

ZF Friedrichshafen AG ([DE])

B60G-007/00* |

Inventors
Stieglitz Andre ([DE])
Jung Frank ([DE])
Müller Ingolf ([DE])
Jurgeleit Eva Sophie ([DE])
Niemöller Paul ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021201721 2021-02-24 [2021DE-10201721]
Family
DE102021201721

A1 2022-08-25

The invention relates to a multipoint link (1), comprising a
body (2) on which at least two load introduction elements (3)
are arranged, wherein the load introduction elements (3) each
have a through-opening (5) for receiving a ball joint (6) with a
joint ball (8) and a pin (9), wherein the joint ball (8) is received
in the passage opening (5) of the load introduction element
(3) and the passage opening (5) is closed above the joint ball
(8) by a cover (12), wherein a cartridge (10) is arranged in the
respective passage opening (5), which has on the inside a
lower ball guide surface (15) formed between the equator
(13) of the joint ball (8) and the pin (9), wherein an annular
wedge element (11) is arranged in the cartridge (10) above
the equator (13), which forms an upper ball guide surface (16)
extending in sections between equator (13) and upper pole
(14) of the joint ball (8), wherein the cover (12) inserted into
the cartridge (10) is at least partially supported on a bearing
surface (18) formed by an inner radial shoulder (17) in the
cartridge (10).

2022/09/15
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The modern Pharmacological line
DE102021001010 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Weller Christoph ([DE])

A61L-002/04* |A61L-002/07
B67C-007/00

Inventors
Erfinder auf Antrag nicht genannt. ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021001010 2021-02-25 [2021DE-10001010]
Family
DE102021001010

A1 2022-08-25

The invention describes the most cost-efficient, safe and
reproducibly usable process for vessel preparation as well as
aseptic filling. The washing, sterilization and filling processes
of syringes and Vials are perfected in an extended concept
construction.

All

requirements

on

"Food

&

Drug

Administration" as well as "GmPi GUID lines" are met. Already
activated applications are expanded, connected to one
another & fulfilled in terms of process technology. The
pharmaceutical can thus achieve a substantially higher line
performance without the qualification and validation outlay.
In this case, higher flexibility is likewise achieved by means of
a robust construction. The invention can likewise be used in
the food sector and also in the consumer sector. The price
advantage permits new fields of use.

|

|A61L-002/18
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Front end assembly and chassis construction for a commercial vehicle
DE102021104095 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

CTV GmbH & Co. KG ([DE])

B62D-021/02* |

Inventors
Schmitz Peter ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021104095 2021-02-22 [2021DE-10104095]
Family
DE102021104095

A1 2022-08-25

The present invention relates to a front end assembly (22) for
a chassis structure (20) for a commercial vehicle, having at
least one scrubbing plate (22.1) and at least two longitudinal
members (10.2, 10.3) with an upper flange and a lower flange
and at least one web connecting the upper flange and the
lower flange, wherein the longitudinal members (10.2, 10.3)
are arranged parallel and at a distance from one another.
According to the invention, provision is made for the
longitudinal members (10.2, 10.3) to be composed at least in
sections of box profiles with at least two side walls (10.4)
forming webs, an upper side (10.5) forming the upper flange
and a lower side (10.6) forming the lower flange, and in that
the scrubbing plate (22.1) is connected to the box-shaped
sections of the longitudinal members (10.2, 10.3) at least in a
material-and/or form-fitting manner in such a way that the
scrubbing plate (22.1) forms a common component (2000)
with the longitudinal members (10.2, 10.3).

2022/09/15
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Kit for producing a built-in niche
DE102021103971 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

wedi GmbH ([DE])

E04F-019/08* |

Inventors
Wedi Stephan ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021103971 2021-02-19 [2021DE-10103971]
Family
DE102021103971

A1 2022-08-25

2022/09/15
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Multi-chamber tank for storing liquid hydrogen carriers, and corresponding use
DE102021104039 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zur Förderung der angewandten

F17C-001/08* |F17C-011/00

|

Forschung eingetragener Verein ([DE])
CPC - Cooperative classification
Inventors

F17C-011/00/5*

Wilken Ralph ([DE])
Koschek Katharina ([DE])
Schnars Hanno ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021104039 2021-02-19 [2021DE-10104039]
Family
DE102021104039

A1 2022-08-25

The invention relates to a multi-chamber tank (1, 1') for
storing liquid hydrogen carriers, having a housing which has
in its interior a first chamber (7) for receiving the liquid
hydrogen carrier in a first degree of hydrogenation and a
second chamber (9) for receiving the hydrogen carrier in a
second degree of hydrogenation, wherein the housing (3) has
a partition wall (11, 11') which separates the first and second
chambers (9) from one another, and the partition wall (11, 11')
is arranged movably in the housing (3) and is designed to
increase the volume of one of the chambers (7, 9) during
movement and at the same time to decrease the volume of
the respective other chamber (9, 7).

|
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Railway vehicle with a pivoting bridge
DE102021104173 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Hörmann Vehicle Engineering GmbH ([DE])

B61D-003/18* |B61D-047/00 |

Inventors
Vogel Volkmar ([DE])
Hermsdorf Matthias ([DE])
Hügl Alexander ([DE])
Juntke Mike ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021104173 2021-02-22 [2021DE-10104173]
Family
DE102021104173

A1 2022-08-25

The invention relates to a railway carriage having a pivoting
bridge for receiving cargo, in particular for receiving at least
one trailer, wherein the railway carriage has two running
gears, between which a support structure extends along a
track and wherein the swivel bridge is pivotably coupled to the
railway car by means of a swivel bearing, wherein according
to the invention the swivel bearing is arranged above a first
wheel set.

2022/09/15
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Sensor device
DE102021104189 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

OSRAM Opto Semiconductors Gesellschaft mit beschränkter G01B-011/14* |H01L-025/16 |H01L-031/12
Haftung ([DE])
CPC - Cooperative classification
Inventors

H01L-031/167* |H01L-031/02/005

Boescke Tim ([DE])

G01S-007/481/3

Assig Maximilian ([DE])

023/495/48

Schwarz Thomas ([DE])

H01L-024/18

Waldschik Andreas ([DE])

H01L-023/538/4

Priority data including date
DE102021104189 2021-02-22 [2021DE-10104189]
Family
DE102021104189

A1 2022-08-25

The invention relates to a sensor device comprising: a carrier
substrate, with at least one plated-through hole for guiding an
electrical contact from an underside to an upper side of the
carrier substrate; an integrated circuit, which is arranged on
the upper side of the carrier substrate; a sensor element,
characterized in that it is arranged on or integrated in the
integrated circuit; a light-emitting element which is arranged
on the carrier substrate at a distance from the integrated
circuit; a metallic Ellipsoid which is arranged on the at least
one plated-through hole and is electrically connected thereto;
an opaque first potting material laterally surrounding the
sensor element, the light-emitting element, and the metallic
Ellipsoid such that a surface of the sensor element and the
light-emitting element opposite the carrier substrate remains
uncovered by the opaque first potting material; and a first
electrical trace formed on the substantially opaque first
potting material and electrically interconnecting the metallic
Ellipsoid and the integrated circuit.

|G01S-017/08

|H01L-023/538/9

|H01L-023/498/16
|

|H01L-

|H01L-023/498/11
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Method for operating a processing device and such a processing device
DE102021104227 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

HOMAG GmbH ([DE])

B27D-005/00* |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Seeger Patrick ([DE])

G05B-019/401* |G05B-2219/37576

Albrecht Ludwig ([DE])

G05B-2219/36103

|G05B-2219/37208

|G05B-2219/45229

|G05B-

2219/50074
Priority data including date

B27M-001/08 |B27D-003/00 |B27D-005/00/3

DE102021104227 2021-02-23 [2021DE-10104227]

B27D-005/00/6 |

Family
DE102021104227

A1 2022-08-25

The invention relates to a method for operating a machining
device and to such a machining device. [0003] 2. Such a
method and such a device can be used in the furniture and
component industry, for example for machining a plateshaped workpiece made of wood, a wood-based material, a
wood-like material, a composite material or a combination
thereof.
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Support structure for a water basin
DE102022102651 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Grabinger Stefan ([DE])

E04H-004/04* |

Hospodarsch Christian ([DE])
CPC - Cooperative classification
Inventors

E04H-004/00/43*

Grabinger Stefan ([DE])
Hospodarsch Christian ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE202021100789U 2021-02-18 [2021DE-20100789]
Family
DE102022102651

A1 2022-08-18

A supporting structure arrangement 1 for a water basin W is
proposed, having a plurality of partition wall elements 2 for
erecting around the water basin W, having a plurality of
connecting elements 5 for connecting the partition wall
elements 2, the partition wall elements 2 forming a first and a
second border R1, R2 are connected around the water basin
W, wherein the first border R1 is designed to be placed directly
against the water basin W within the second border R2,
wherein the support structure arrangement 1 comprises a
plurality of transverse wall elements 3 for transversely
connecting the first border R1 to the second border R2 for
mutual support.

|E04H-2004/0068

|
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Combination of a refrigerant accumulator and an internal heat exchanger for refrigerant,
connection component, internal heat exchanger and accumulator
DE102021201509 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Hanon Systems ([KR])

F25B-041/00* |F25B-043/00

Inventors
Koester Stephan ([DE])
Girmscheid Felix ([DE])
Sernetz Dominik ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021201509 2021-02-17 [2021DE-10201509]
Family
DE102021201509

A1 2022-08-18

A combination (10) of a refrigerant accumulator (14) and an
internal heat exchanger (16) has a central section (12) with
fluid connections (24, 26) to which the accumulator (14) and
the heat exchanger (16) can be attached. A connection
component has at least four fluid connections (24, 26) and
components of a refrigerant circuit, in particular an
accumulator (14) and/or a heat exchanger (16), can be
mounted thereon on at least two opposite sides. The
invention also relates to a heat exchanger (16) or a refrigerant
accumulator (14) which can be mounted in such a way that
fluid connections are directed towards another component,
such as an accumulator (14) or a heat exchanger (16).

|
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Method for inserting a nail into at least one component
DE102021201390 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Robert Bosch Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung ([DE])

B27F-007/11* |F16B-015/00

Inventors
Philipskoetter Andre ([DE])
Woelke Florian ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021201390 2021-02-15 [2021DE-10201390]
Family
DE102021201390

A1 2022-08-18

The invention relates to a method for inserting a nail into at
least one component which has a nail head, a nail tip and a
nail shank, comprising the following steps: - arranging the at
least one component - positioning the nail - driving in the nail,
wherein a force is applied to the nail in the direction of the
component so that the nail is pressed into the at least one
component. In addition to the application of force, vibrations
are coupled to the nail and a nail is used whose nail shank is
formed with a surface structure consisting of a sequence of
circumferential grooves and/or elevations.

|
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Brake device which can be actuated independently of the driver
DE102021201466 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Continental Teves AG & Co. OHG ([DE])

B60T-011/08* |B60T-013/132 |B60T-013/57
B60T-013/66

|B60T-013/74 |

Inventors
Jakobi Ralf ([DE])

CPC - Cooperative classification

Krämer Horst ([DE])

B60T-013/74/5*

Rüffer Manfred ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021201466 2021-02-16 [2021DE-10201466]
Family
DE102021201466

A1 2022-08-18

The invention relates to a brake device (1) for a hydraulic
motor vehicle brake system, comprising a master brake
cylinder (2) and a brake booster (3) acting on the master
brake cylinder (2), wherein the brake booster (3) can be
actuated both independently of the driver by a switching
device (4) and by a driver. The aim of the invention is to reduce
the complexity of construction and assembly of the brake
device (1) and to reduce the weight of the moving
components. to this end, the switching device (4) can be
mechanically actuated by means of an electromechanical
switching means (5) which is arranged at a distance.

|B60T-013/52 |
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Forest rope winch
DE102021104131 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Suffel Fördertechnik GmbH & Co. KG. ([DE])

A01G-023/02* |B66D-001/44 |B66D-003/10
B66D-003/20

Inventors
Willenbücher Michael ([DE])
Hofmann Claus ([DE])
Welschof Bernward ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021103443 2021-02-15 [2021DE-10103443]
Family
DE102021104131

A1 2022-08-18

The invention relates to a forestry cable winch (1) which has
a cable drum (3) which is driven by a drive motor (2) and on
which a cable (4) is wound, the cable drum being operatively
connected to a braking device (9), the braking device (9) being
designed as a spring-loaded brake, which is loaded by a
spring device (35) in the direction of a braking position and by
a hydraulic brake release pressure present in a brake release
pressure line (36) in the direction of a release position,
wherein the drive motor (2) is designed as a hydraulic motor
which is connected by means of a first pressure medium line
(15) and a second pressure medium line (16) to a directional
control valve device (10) controlling the drive motor (2). A
bypass valve device (45) is provided which connects the
pressure medium lines (15, 16), is arranged in a connecting
line (46) connecting the two pressure medium lines (15, 16)
and has a blocking position (45 a) and a throughflow position
(45 b), wherein the bypass valve device (45) is actuated in the
direction of the blocking position (45 a) by a hydraulic control
pressure present in a control line (50), wherein the springloaded brake (9) and the bypass valve device (45) are jointly
actuated by a control valve (55).

|
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Axle drive for a motor vehicle and method for operating such an axle drive
DE102021000823 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Mercedes-Benz Group AG ([DE])

F16H-048/22* |F16H-048/36 |

Inventors
Appeltauer Peter ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021000823 2021-02-17 [2021DE-10000823]
Family
DE102021000823

A1 2022-08-18

The invention relates to an axle drive (9) for a motor vehicle,
having a differential gear (12) which has an input gearwheel
(14) which can be driven by a drive gearwheel and can thus
be rotated about a first axis of rotation (D1), a differential
shaft (16) which is connected fixedly to the input gearwheel
(14) so as to rotate conjointly with the input gearwheel (14)
about the first axis of rotation (D1), and compensating
gearwheels (18 a, b), which can be driven by the differential
shaft (16) and as a result can be co-rotated with the
differential shaft (16) about the first axis of rotation (D1),
second axis of rotation (D2) are rotatable relative to the
differential shaft (16) and relative to each other and mesh
with respective output gears (20 a, b) rotatable about the first
axis of rotation (D1) relative to each other and relative to the
differential shaft (16),

2022/09/15
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Gantry frame for a computed tomography system
DE102021201160 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Siemens Healthcare GmbH ([DE])

A61B-006/03* |H05G-001/02 |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Hupfauf Matthias ([DE])

A61B-006/03/5*

Kühn Ulrich ([DE])

006/4452
A61B-006/54

Priority data including date
DE102021201160 2021-02-08 [2021DE-10201160]
Family
DE102021201160

A1 2022-08-11

The invention relates to a gantry frame (3 a) for a computer
tomography system (1). The gantry frame (3 a) comprises a
cylindrical drum frame (44) with a cylinder jacket (45, 48)
which has a profiled jacket structure. A Gantry (2 a) is also
described. The invention also relates to a computer
tomography system (1). The invention also relates to a
method for producing a gantry frame (3 a) for a computer
tomography system (1).

|A61B-006/4435

|H05G-001/04 |

|A61B-
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Shifting device
DE102021102727 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

PERI SE ([DE])

B66F-001/02* |B66F-019/00
E04G-003/32

|E01D-021/10

|

Inventors
Maucher Christian ([DE])

CPC - Cooperative classification
E01D-021/10

Priority data including date
DE102021102727 2021-02-05 [2021DE-10102727]
Family
DE102021102727

A1 2022-08-11

|E04G-003/28 |E04G-019/00/3*

E04G-2003/283 |E01D-019/10/6|
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Method for machining plate-shaped workpieces and machining device
DE102021102981 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

HOMAG GmbH ([DE])

B27C-005/06* |B27C-009/04 |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Schneider Franz ([DE])

B27F-001/08* |B27D-005/00/6

Priority data including date
DE102021102981 2021-02-09 [2021DE-10102981]
Family
DE102021102981

A1 2022-08-11

|
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Electrolysis plant
DE102021103191 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Kraftanlagen München GmbH ([DE])

C25B-001/04* |C25B-009/00 |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Weber Alfons ([DE])

C25B-001/04* |C25B-009/70 |C25B-015/00

Korff Christopher ([DE])

C25B-015/021 |C25B-015/08 |

Lottes Daniel ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021103191 2021-02-11 [2021DE-10103191]
Family
DE102021103191

A1 2022-08-11

The invention relates to an electrolysis system for producing
hydrogen by means of electrolysis, comprising two
electrolyser units (14 A, 14 B), each of which comprises at
least one electrolyser module (16), and a secondary system
unit (12), wherein the secondary plant unit (12) is arranged
between the electrolyser units (14 A, 14B) and is connected
to both electrolyser units (14 A, 14B) via a common pipeline
unit (20), so that the secondary plant unit (12) is assigned to
both electrolyser units (14 A, 14B) in common.

2022/09/15
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Lightweight photovoltaic system
DE102021000667 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Deublein Dieter ([DE])

H02S-020/00* |H02S-030/00 |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Erfinder gleich Anmelder ([DE])

H02S-030/00* |H02S-020/00 |

Priority data including date
DE102021000667 2021-02-09 [2021DE-10000667]
Family
DE102021000667

A1 2022-08-11
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Motor vehicle mirror
DE102021102680 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

AUDI Aktiengesellschaft ([DE])

B60R-001/00* |B60R-001/06 |B60R-001/12

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Brymerski Wojciech ([DE])

B60R-011/04* |B60R-2011/004

Möller-Döling Jens ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021102680 2021-02-05 [2021DE-10102680]
Family
DE102021102680

A1 2022-08-11

|B60R-2011/008
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Anti-jam system with interlock control
DE102022101362 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Magna Closures Inc. ([CA])

E05B-081/20* |E05B-081/70

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Osmialowski Joseph ([CA])

E05B-077/00

|E05B-079/20

|E05B-081/06

Zeabari John G. ([US])

E05B-081/21* |E05B-081/56

|E05B-081/70

Cumbo Francesco ([IT])

E05B-083/18

Priority data including date
US63/145,724P 2021-02-04 [2021US-63145724]
Family
DE102022101362

A1 2022-08-04

A system for detecting an obstacle between a closure panel
and a body of a vehicle, comprising: an actuator for moving
the closure panel from a partially closed position to a closed
position, a sensor for sensing a position of the shutter plate
between the partially closed and closed positions, and a
controller for receiving position signals from the sensor and
for controlling operation of the actuator, wherein the
controller is configured to prevent movement of the shutter
plate when the sensor detects an inadmissible change in the
position of the shutter plate during operation of the actuator.

|E05F-015/73

|E05B-083/24/3 |
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Mobile part, in particular storage and retrieval unit
DE102022000113 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

SEW-EURODRIVE GmbH & Co KG ([DE])

B66F-009/07* |B66F-009/07*5 |B66F-009/24

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Pfaff Rainer ([DE])

B66F-009/07* |

Priority data including date
DE102021000496 2021-02-02 [2021DE-10000496]
Family
DE102022000113

A1 2022-08-04

Mobile part, in particular a storage and retrieval unit, wherein
the mobile part has a chassis, wherein the mobile part has a
first electric motor, in particular as a traction drive of the
mobile part, in particular for driving a wheel rotatably
mounted with respect to the chassis, in particular for moving
the mobile part along a displacement plane, wherein the
mobile part has a second electric motor for driving a lifting
mechanism which has a tower connected to the chassis,
wherein a lifting part is driven by the lifting mechanism, in
particular along the tower and/or vertically and/or parallel to
the normal direction of the movement plane of the mobile
part, wherein the tower has a supporting structure which
surrounds a spatial region, in particular therefore an interior
region, wherein a first inverter is arranged within the spatial
region, the AC voltage-side terminal of which is electrically
connected to the first electric motor, wherein a second
inverter is arranged within the spatial region, the AC voltageside terminal of which is electrically connected to the second
electric motor.
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Method for producing a circuit carrier for electronic and/or mechatronic components and
circuit carrier
DE102021102175 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zur Förderung der angewandten

H05K-003/10* |

Forschung eingetragener Verein ([DE])
CPC - Cooperative classification
Inventors

H05K-2203/0773

Proes Friedrich ([DE])

003/10/2

|H05K-003/38/1*

H05K-003/10/5 |H05K-003/18/2
Priority data including date

C23C-018/16/12

DE102021102175 2021-01-30 [2021DE-10102175]

2201/0215

Family
DE102021102175

A1 2022-08-04

The invention relates to a method for producing a circuit
carrier (1) for electronic and/or mechatronic components, a
circuit carrier for electronic and/or mechatronic components
and a circuit. in particular, the invention relates to a method
for producing a circuit carrier (1) for electronic and/or
mechatronic components, comprising the steps of producing
a base body (2) using an additive production method, wherein
the base body (2) comprises or consists of a plastic material
(8) with metal particles (10), subjecting a base body surface
(3) of the base body (2) to a smoothing agent that dissolves
the plastic material (8), so that the base body surface (3) is
substantially free of metal particles (10), and producing at
least one conductor track (12, 18) on the base body surface
(3).

|C23C-018/16/08

|H05K-001/03/73

C23C-018/38

|C23C-018/16/51

C23C-018/42

|

|H05K-

|H05K-

|C23C-018/32
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Irradiation strategy for additive manufacturing with pulsed irradiation
DE102021200994 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Siemens Energy Global GmbH & Co. KG ([DE])

B22F-010/28* |B22F-010/30
B22F-010/80

|B22F-010/36

|B33Y-010/00 |B33Y-050/00

Inventors
Göbel Fabian ([DE])

CPC - Cooperative classification

Heitmann Timo ([DE])

B22F-010/28* |B22F-010/366 |B22F-010/38

Bogner Jan Pascal ([DE])

B22F-012/43

|B22F-012/45

B33Y-050/02

|B33Y-030/00 |B29C-064/153

Priority data including date
DE102021200994 2021-02-03 [2021DE-10200994]
Family
DE102021200994

A1 2022-08-04

The invention relates to a method for irradiating a material
layer (L) in the additive production of a component (10). The
method comprises determining a first pulsed energy input
(E1) into the material layer (L) along an irradiation vector (V),
wherein the first energy input (E1) causes a plurality of
separate melting baths (S1) in the material layer (L), and
determining a second pulsed energy input (E2) into the
material layer (L) along the same irradiation vector (V),
wherein the second energy input (E2) causes irradiation of
material regions between the separate melting baths (S1)
caused by the first pulsed energy input (E1), wherein layer
material is irradiated continuously along the irradiation vector
(V) by irradiation with the first and the second pulsed energy
input (E1, E2). The invention also relates to a corresponding
computer program or computer program product.

B29C-064/273 |

|B33Y-010/00
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Method for impregnating plastic fibres with an impregnating plastic
DE102021102488 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

A+ Composites GmbH ([DE])

D06M-015/00* |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Brzeski Christian ([DE])

D06M-015/00* |

Priority data including date
DE102021102488 2021-02-03 [2021DE-10102488]
Family
DE102021102488

A1 2022-08-04

Background of the invention 1. field of the Invention The
invention relates to a process for impregnating plastic fibers
with an impregnating plastic for the production of a fiberplastic composite material. 2. In order to optimize plastic
fiber/plastic composite materials, it is proposed within the
scope of the invention that the impregnating plastic is heated
in a first step above the melting point of the impregnating
plastic, wherein the impregnating plastic is cooled in a second
step before contact with the plastic fibers below the melting
point of the impregnating plastic and the melting point of the
plastic fibers, but above the solidification point of the
impregnating plastic mixture. The impregnating plastic is
advantageously molten even below the melting point due to
its thermal hysteresis. As a result, the fibers can be
impregnated with the impregnating plastic.
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Method for inductively joining fibre-plastic composite materials with electrically conductive
fibres
DE102021102485 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Leibniz-Institut für Verbundwerkstoffe GmbH ([DE])

B29C-065/36* |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Becker Stephan ([DE])

B29C-065/36* |

Mang Peter ([DE])
Mitschang Peter ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021102485 2021-02-03 [2021DE-10102485]
Family
DE102021102485

A1 2022-08-04

The present invention relates to a method for inductively
joining parts to be joined, wherein a first part to be joined
facing an inductor consists of a fiber plastic composite
material with electrically conductive fibers and a second part
to be joined facing away from the inductor consists of an
electrically conductive material, wherein the two parts to be
joined are welded together at a joining zone. [0003] 2. It is
proposed within the scope of the invention that the inductor
is positioned relative to the two parts to be joined in such a
way that the induction of an induction current in the first part
to be joined is inhibited. This does not result in any heating of
the joining part facing the inductor, since a closed circuit can
no longer form in the joining part facing the inductor. Eddy
currents are induced in the joining part facing away from the
inductor, which eddy currents flow in closed circuits and
whose electrical losses lead to dissipation of heat.
Advantageously, this results in a maximum heat gain in the
joining zone.
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Explosion-proof housing
DE102021102511 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

SMA Solar Technology AG ([DE])

H05K-005/02* |H05K-005/06 |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Mueller Steffen ([DE])

H05K-007/14/32*

Priority data including date
DE102021102511 2021-02-03 [2021DE-10102511]
Family
DE102021102511

A1 2022-08-04

An explosion-proof housing (1) for a power electronic device,
comprising a housing trough (2) and a cover (3) which closes
the housing trough (2) by means of a seal, wherein the cover
(3) and the housing trough (2) are arranged exclusively in
each case on two opposite, are pressed against one another
by means of a plurality of fastenings (4) which can be
released by rotation and engage in locking structures. The
plurality of fastenings (4) are arranged in a central third (6.2)
of the respective sides (6). The explosion-proof housing can
be used in particular for a photovoltaic inverter.

|
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Modular system for a rotor shaft of an electric machine and an electric machine with a rotor
shaft
DE102021102432 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Bayerische Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft ([DE])

H02K-001/32* |H02K-009/19 |H02K-015/02

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Lang Markus ([DE])

H02K-001/32* |H02K-007/00/3

Schmidt Robert ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021102432 2021-02-03 [2021DE-10102432]
Family
DE102021102432

A1 2022-08-04

The invention relates to a modular system for a rotor shaft
(10) of an electrical machine, having at least one base
element (12) which provides a base structure (12) of the rotor
shaft (10) and has an interface structure (16), and having a
plurality of insert components (22) which respectively provide
different functions with respect to one another and are
configured to insert the rotor shaft (10), by bearing against an
inner first functional surface (18) of the interface structure
(16), wherein different variants on rotor shafts (10) can be
provided by selecting respective insert components (22) and
connecting the selected insert components (22) to the base
element (12).

|H02K-001/22
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Battery tray with underbody and traction battery
DE102021102085 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Kautex Textron GmbH & Co. KG ([DE])

B60K-001/04* |B60L-050/64
B62D-037/02

|B62D-025/20

|H01M-050/227 |H01M-050/249

Inventors
Wolf Hartmut ([DE])

CPC - Cooperative classification

Schwenk Christoph ([DE])

H01M-050/242 |H01M-050/249 |H01M-050/207

Pfaff Jürgen ([DE])

H01M-050/229 |H01M-050/231 |H01M-050/227
H01M-2220/20 |B60K-001/04* |B60K-2001/0438

Priority data including date

B62D-037/02

DE102021102085 2021-01-29 [2021DE-10102085]

B60Y-2410/122 |B60Y-2306/01 |

Family
DE102021102085

A1 2022-08-04

The invention relates to a battery shell, in particular a battery
shell of a traction battery, wherein the battery shell is formed
from plastic, wherein the battery shell has a base and at least
four side walls, wherein the battery shell has a receiving
volume, wherein the receiving volume is configured to receive
and fix at least one battery module, wherein the battery shell
is configured at least in regions as an underbody of a motor
vehicle.

|B62D-035/02 |B62D-025/20/72
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System for locking and locking hinged fittings
DE102021000544 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Junker Jürgen ([DE])

A47B-003/00* |A47B-003/08 |A47B-095/00

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Erfinder auf Antrag nicht genannt. ([DE])

A47B-003/00* |A47B-095/00 |A47B-003/08

Priority data including date
DE102021000544 2021-02-03 [2021DE-10000544]
Family
DE102021000544

A1 2022-08-04

<?claim?>
Locking and locking system (105, 203) for folding table
fittings for use in tables with folding fittings (102) as work,
presentation and presentation surfaces, for example for
catering and public events, in urban halls, at exhibition sites
or in Hotels for seminars, banknotes and other events of all
kinds, consisting of a work surface (103) and at least one
hinged fitting (102) arranged on the underside, which is
composed of the locking and locking system (105, 203) and
the base frame (104, 201, 301), characterized in that a.) at
least one asymmetrically rotating eccentric plate (108, 205,
302, 109, 206, 303) has locking and arresting points (117, 314,
217) by means of their contour, for which reason said
centering bolt (212, 308) can be brought into engagement
with the eccentric plate (108, 205, 302, 109, 206, 303) of the
arresting and locking system (105, 203) arrests the pedestal
(104, 201, 301) in the parking position (208) and locks it in the
working position (106). b) the different contours of the
eccentric plate 1 (108, 205, 302) and of the eccentric plate 2
(109, 206, 303) in the manner with a different distance of the
axes (111) from the base plate (115, 215, 312, 116, 216, 313)
And an angle Alpha of the axes (111) to the table edge (107,
204) are assigned to one another, in that, as a result, the base
frame (104, 201, 301) locks in a symmetrical working position
(106) and an asymmetrical parking position (208). 201, 301),
as a result of which the circular paths of the footrests (104,
201, 301) do not intersect, but engage in one another, so that
the footrests (104, 201, 301) are deposited next to one
another. This asymmetrical assignment of the axes (111) to
the work surface (103) and to the table edge (107, 204)
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results in a horizontal alignment of the supports (209, 305) of
the footrests (104, 201, 301) to the work surface (103) in the
parking position (208) and in a parallel alignment of the
footrests (104, 201, 301) to the table edge (107, 204). c) the
actuation of the unlocking lever (113, 213, 310) generates a
translatory movement of the centring bolts (212, 308) counter
to the direction of action of the spring (309) out of the locking
position, which causes the release of the positive locking of
the eccentric plate (108, 205, 302) and eccentric plate (109,
206, 303) with the centring bolt (212, 208, 308) and thereby
the unlocking of the pedestal (104, 201, 301), d.) the
connection between eccentric plate 1 (108, 205, 302) and
eccentric plate 2 (109, 206, 303) can function as an adapter
profile (110) and opens up the combination of different
materials, different cross-sections and different pedestal
constructions in order also to provide filigree constructions of
the pedestals (104, 201, 301), e) the base frame (104, 201,
301) can be fastened to an adapter profile (110, 207, 304) or
can contain this as an integrated component and is
connected to the locking and locking system (105, 203) by the
eccentric plate 1 (108, 205, 302) and eccentric plate 2 (109,
206, 303).
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Method for producing a component and/or a component section of a separator and separator
DE102021100914 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Flottweg SE ([DE])

B04B-007/02* |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Erfinder auf Antrag nicht genannt. ([DE])

B04B-007/00* |

Priority data including date
DE102021100914 2021-01-18 [2021DE-10100914]
Family
DE102021100914

A1 2022-08-04

The invention relates to a method for producing a component
and/or a component section of a separator (10), wherein at
least one component and/or one component section is
produced by means of a shaping additive material
application.
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A lightweight saw chain
DE202022103941 U1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Hangzhou FangCheng tools manufacture Co., Ltd. ([CN])

B27B-033/14* |

Priority data including date

CPC - Cooperative classification

DE202022103941U 2022-07-13 [2022DE-20103941]

B27B-033/14* |

Family
DE202022103941

U1 2022-08-25

A lightweight saw chain, comprising a plurality of saw blades
(1), wherein drivers (2) and spring-back drivers (3) are
respectively connected to both ends of the saw blade (1),
while drivers (2), saw blade (1) and spring-back driver (3)
together form a cutting unit (100), the cutting unit (100) is
connected by a connecting piece (4), a pin-hole pair is formed
on the driver (2), saw blade (1), spring-back driver (3) and
connecting piece (4) in each case, and the pin-hole pair driver
(2), saw blade (1), Spring-back driver (3) and connecting piece
(4) are connected in series, which is characterized in that the
saw chain has a thickness (L) determined by the greatest
thickness between the respectively adjacent saw blades (1),
has a height (H) determined by the greatest height between
the saw blade (1) and the driver (2), has a chain pitch (D)
determined by the mean value between the pin-hole spacing
on the saw blade (1) and the pin-hole spacing on the
connecting piece (4), and the product of the thickness (L),
height (H) and chain pitch (D) of the saw chain is 406 - 450
mm 3.
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Anchorage for anchoring a scaffolding, a fitness device in the external area or other degradable
support structures
DE202022103312 U1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Gulde Simon ([DE])

E02D-005/80* |E04H-012/22 |E04H-015/62

Priority data including date

CPC - Cooperative classification

DE202022103312U 2022-06-13 [2022DE-20103312]

E02D-005/80* |E04H-015/62 |E04H-012/22

Family
DE202022103312

U1 2022-08-25

Anchoring comprising a base plate and a ring for anchoring in
the substrate of a scaffolding, a fitness device in the outer
region or other degradable support structures, characterised
in that • the ring has two sides and a thread is provided on one
side,• the base plate is disk-shaped,• the base plate is
stamped out to rest on a flat side on the substrate,• the base
plate has a central bore which is stamped out to receive a
screw or nut which holds the base plate on the ring via the
thread of the ring.
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Beverage holder system for at least one sitting Person
DE202022001103 U1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Hinz Uwe ([DE])

A45F-003/44* |A45F-005/00
F21V-035/00

|A47G-023/02

|

Priority data including date
DE202022001103U 2022-05-07 [2022DE-20001103]

CPC - Cooperative classification
A45F-005/00* |A47G-023/02 |F21V-035/00
A45F-003/44

Family
DE202022001103

U1 2022-08-25

Beverage holder system for at least one sitting Person,
preferably made of metallic and partially bent rod material,
consisting of a foot module (3) and at least one central carrier
element (2.1) for extending the foot module as well as at least
one beverage receiving module (1) for receiving at least one
beverage bottle and/or a beverage glass, characterized in that
the at least 3 elements can be plugged and/or screwed
together for use to form a unit, a beverage holder, and in that
the beverage receiving module (1) can be supplemented
and/or replaced by at least one further identical or similar
beverage receiving module by clamping and/or screwing to
the central support element, and in that the foot element
module (3) can be replaced at least by a second different foot
element module.

|
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Photovoltaic installation
DE202022102639 U1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Gäbler Jörg ([DE])

E04H-001/12* |H02S-020/20 |H02S-020/24

Müller Christoph ([DE])
Simply Solar GbR (vertretungsberechtigter Gesellschafter:

CPC - Cooperative classification

Dr. Christoph Müller, 52062 Aachen) ([DE])

E04H-001/12

|H02S-020/20 |H02S-020/23*

H02S-040/44

|H02S-010/40 |H02S-030/00

F24S-025/00

|

Priority data including date
DE202022102639U 2022-05-13 [2022DE-20102639]
Family
DE202022102639

U1 2022-08-18

Photovoltaic installation (1), comprising-support elements
(101 a, 101 b, 101 c, 101 d),- foot elements (103 a, 103 b)
which support the support elements (101 a, 101 b, 101 c, 101
d) with respect to the substrate,- at least two photovoltaic
panels (109 a, 109 b) which are carried by the support
elements (101 a, 101 b, 101 c, 101 d), and wherein the at least
two photovoltaic panels (109 a, 109 b) have a common
abutting edge (107),- electrical connection means for the
photovoltaic panels (109 a, 109 b), wherein the at least two
photovoltaic panels (109 a, 109 b) are inclined inwards along
the abutting edge (107) and form an angle α of between 120
degrees and 170 degrees with respect to one another.
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Wind turbine on electric vehicles
DE202022102649 U1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Karimovic Stipo ([DE])

B60L-008/00* |F03D-009/00

Priority data including date

CPC - Cooperative classification

DE202022102649U 2022-05-13 [2022DE-20102649]

F03D-009/00

Family
DE202022102649

U1 2022-08-18

Portable wind turbine for generating charging current for
electric vehicles, which is mounted on vehicles, characterised
in that the turbine (1) is driven by relative wind, relative wind
inlet can be regulated by inlet flap (2).

|

|B60L-008/00/6*

|
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Transportable accommodation in lightweight construction
DE202022000782 U1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Grimm Michael ([DE])

E04H-001/12* |

Priority data including date

CPC - Cooperative classification

DE202022000782U 2022-03-29 [2022DE-20000782]

E04H-001/12* |

Family
DE202022000782

U1 2022-08-18
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Nozzle device for a circulating air system of a cooling chamber and cooling chamber
DE202021101773 U1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Nilsson Rickard ([DE])

F25D-017/08* |

Priority data including date

CPC - Cooperative classification

DE202021101773U 2021-04-01 [2021DE-20101773]

A47F-003/04/08*

Family
DE202021101773

U1 2022-08-11

Nozzle device (50) for a circulating air system of a cooling
chamber (1), comprising at least one air duct (52) and nozzle
tubes (53) arranged circumferentially thereon, of which at
least one nozzle tube (53.1) is inserted into an opening (54)
of the air duct (52), characterized in that a rubber-elastic pipe
bushing (55) is arranged between the at least one nozzle pipe
(53.1) and the edge of the associated opening (54) and, on
the one hand, bears against the edge of the opening (54) and,
on the other hand, engages around the nozzle pipe (53.1) in a
clamping manner.

|
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Refrigerated compartment for the presentation of refrigerated goods
DE202021101781 U1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Nilsson Rickard ([DE])

A47F-003/04* |F25D-017/08

Priority data including date

CPC - Cooperative classification

DE202021101781U 2021-04-01 [2021DE-20101781]

A47F-003/04* |A47F-003/04*/08

Family
DE202021101781

U1 2022-08-11

|

|
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Vehicle roof with roof side members and roof module
DE202020005793 U1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Webasto SE ([DE])

B62D-025/06* |

Priority data including date

CPC - Cooperative classification

DE202020005793U 2020-02-13 [2020DE-20005793]

B62D-025/06* |G05D-001/02/1

Family
DE202020005793

U1 2022-08-11

Vehicle roof, comprising in each case a roof side member (14)
and a roof module, which is arranged between the two roof
side members (14) and has a roof skin (18), and a sensor
system which has at least one sensor module (28) with at
least one surroundings sensor (26) for detecting a vehicle
surroundings, wherein the surroundings sensor (26) is
arranged in a lateral, assigned to one of the roof side
members (14), of the roof module and is covered by the roof
skin (18), wherein the roof skin (18) for the surroundings
sensor (28) has a sensor see-through region pointing in the
transverse direction of the roof, which is elevated with respect
to the associated roof side member (14) or an adjacent region
of the associated roof side member and/or lies above the
associated roof side member (14).

|
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Extinguishing device
DE202022103406 U1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

ENERCONT GmbH ([AT])

A62C-003/00* |

Priority data including date

CPC - Cooperative classification

DE202022103406U 2022-06-17 [2022DE-20103406]

A62C-003/16* |

Family
DE202022103406

U1 2022-08-04

Extinguishing device (100), in particular for extinguishing
batteries, having a liquid-tight container (200) and a lifting
device (300), wherein the container (200) has a base (210)
and at least one side wall (220) and wherein the side wall
(220) forms a receiving space (230), and wherein the lifting
device (300) is arranged in the container (200), has a bearing
surface (310) and is designed such that the lifting device
(300) can be moved from a loading position (362) into an
erasing position (360).
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Article and method of manufacture of truck cap
US20220266666 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Sinchok John ([US])

B60J-007/14* |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Sinchok John ([US])

B60J-007/14/1*

Priority data including date
US17/742,576 2022-05-12 [2022US-17742576]
US16/712,381 2019-12-12 [2019US-16712381]
Family
US20220266666

A1 2022-08-25

Disclosed herewith is a truck cap for removably covering a
vehicle bed. The truck cap includes a first and second cover
member extending between a cab and a tailgate of the
vehicle. The cover members are pivotably connected to driver
and passenger side panels which adjoin the vehicle bed. The
cover members pivot between an open position and a closed
position. Raised portions are formed along the top surfaces
and extend over abutting edges of the cover members
opposite the pivot edges. The abutting edges are in abutment
when the cover members are in the closed position. The cover
members are preferably formed of a plastic material by a
rotational molding process.

|
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Unmanned Rail Vehicle And Method Of Determining Its Position
US20220266882 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

ABB Schweiz AG ([CH])

B61L-023/04* |B61L-025/02

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Staab Harald ([DE])

B61L-023/04/1 |B61L-025/02/1 |B61L-025/02/5*

Lasko Daniel ([US])

B61L-025/02/6 |B61L-2210/02 |B61L-023/04

Eakins Will ([US])

B61L-015/00/63

Shah Harshang ([US])
Priority data including date
US17/597,049 2020-06-12 [2020US-17597049]
WOUS2020/037416 2020-06-12 [2020WO-US37416]
US62/867,538P 2019-06-27 [2019US-62867538]
Family
US20220266882

A1 2022-08-25

An unmanned rail vehicle for surveillance, inspection and/or
maintenance of an infrastructure, the infrastructure including
a rail structure with a rail, the unmanned rail vehicle being
movable along the rail and the unmanned rail vehicle
including a first position sensor system configured for
measuring, by interaction with the rail structure, first position
data indicative of a position of the unmanned rail vehicle
along the rail, a second position sensor system configured for
measuring, by interaction with the rail structure, second
position data indicative of a position of the unmanned rail
vehicle along the rail, a position determining unit configured
for receiving and combining first and second position data to
determine the position of the unmanned rail vehicle along the
rail.

|

|Y02T-030/00

|
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Cookie molding machine
US20220264898 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

KALWEIT Andreas ([DE])

A21C-011/04* |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

KALWEIT Andreas ([DE])

A21C-011/04* |

Priority data including date
WODE2020/100373 2020-05-05 [2020WO-DE100373]
DE102019120659 2019-07-31 [2019DE-10120659]
Family
US20220264898

A1 2022-08-25

A cookie molding machine having a removable belt cassette
for a conveyor belt and/or a cutting tool of a new type and/or
a foldable second conveying device having externally closed
joints and/or a funnel having removable funnel plates and/or
a roller locking system of a new type.
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Inorganic polymers and use thereof in composite materials
US20220267212 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

AGEMOS AG ([CH])

C04B-014/06* |C04B-022/06 |C04B-022/16
C04B-028/06

|C04B-040/00 |

Inventors
EHSAEI Hossein ([DE])

CPC - Cooperative classification

SPANGENBERG Bernd ([DE])

C04B-014/06

FUTTERKNECHT Sidon ([CH])

C04B-028/06* |C04B-040/00/71

|C04B-022/06/2

C04B-2111/00181

|C04B-022/16/5
|C04B-2111/00637

|C04B-012/00/5

Priority data including date

028/26

WOEP2020/070704 2020-07-22 [2020WO-EP70704]

C04B-2111/00189

DE102019005107 2019-07-23 [2019DE-10005107]

Y02W-030/91 |Y02P-040/10 |C04B-012/04
C04B-024/26

Family
US20220267212

A1 2022-08-25

The invention relates to a new inorganic polymer which is
based on modified water glass, is characterized by numerous
unusual properties and can be used as a substitute for, for
example, concrete, cement, and ceramics.

|C04B-028/24 |C04B-2111/00008

|C04B-028/00/6

C04B-2111/00482

|C04B-

|C04B-007/32

|C04B-024/42 |C04B-2111/00525
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Apparatus and composition for cooling items with a contained phase change material
US20220260324 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Hercules Manufacturing Co. ([US])

C09K-005/04* |C09K-005/06 |F28D-017/00
H01L-023/427 |

Inventors
Akerman Staffan ([US])

CPC - Cooperative classification

Caddick Jeffrey A. ([US])

C09K-005/04

|C09K-005/06/3

|F25C-2400/10

F28D-017/00* |H01L-023/427 |Y02E-060/14
Priority data including date
US17/176,026 2021-02-15 [2021US-17176026]
Family
US20220260324

A1 2022-08-18

A heat sink cooling apparatus of the present invention
includes a thickened Phase Change Material (PCM) and an
aluminum profile container for superior cold storage, heat
transfer and efficiency of defrost. The PCM is a composition
including a brine solution and a thickening agent resulting in
increased holdover capacity in a no-leak, safe food grade
PCM, and a tubular aluminum profile manufactured with a
highly conductive aluminum alloy, which can be triangular,
with optional internal and/or external fin-tube configurations
maximizing surface area for heat transfer. The heat sink
cooling apparatus is capable of removing heat from (but not
limited to) a transport cargo area (truck body) through the
processes of conductive and convection heat transfer via the
aluminum profile filled with a PCM, either in a passive form of
cooling via free convection (hanging mount) or in a forced air
plenum chamber.
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Quenching fixture
US20220259687 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Acer Incorporated ([TW])

C21D-001/673* |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Huang Yi-Ta ([TW])

C21D-001/673* |

Ling Cheng-Nan ([TW])
Liu Chih-Chun ([TW])
Priority data including date
TW110201807U 2021-02-18 [2021TW-U201807]
Family
US20220259687

A1 2022-08-18

A quenching fixture adapted to clamp at least one workpiece
is provided. The quenching fixture includes a first positioning
component and a second positioning component. Both of the
first positioning component and the second positioning
component have a positioning surface, multiple protrusions
protruding from the positioning surface and a heat dissipation
channel disposed between the protrusions in a staggered
manner. The positioning surface of the first positioning
component faces the positioning surface of the second
positioning component, and the protrusions of the first
positioning component overlap the protrusions of the second
positioning component. The workpiece is clamped between
the protrusions of the first positioning component and the
protrusions of the second positioning component.
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Forestry Winch
US20220259018 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Welschof Bernward

B66D-001/50* |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Willenbücher Michael ([DE])

B66D-001/50* |F16D-2121/12 |B66D-001/08

Hofmann Claus ([DE])

B66D-001/44

Welschof Bernward ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021104131 2021-02-22 [2021DE-10104131]
DE102021103443 2021-02-15 [2021DE-10103443]
Family
US20220259018

A1 2022-08-18

A forestry winch may include a rope drum driven by a drive
motor, wherein a rope is wound up on the rope drum, wherein
the rope drum is functionally connected with a brake device,
wherein the brake device is in the form of a spring-loaded
brake which is impinged by a spring device toward a braking
position and by a hydraulic brake release pressure present in
a brake release pressure line toward a release position,
wherein the drive motor is in the form of a hydraulic motor
which is connected by a first pressure medium line and a
second pressure medium line to a multi-port control valve
device controlling the drive motor, and a bypass valve device
connecting the first and second pressure medium lines and is
located in a connecting line connecting the first and second
pressure medium lines and has a closed position and a flow
position.

|B66D-2700/035

|
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Trailer-mounted metered pumping system
US20220258661 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Hancock, JR. Douglas L. ([US])

B60P-003/22* |B65B-001/04 |B67D-007/16

Pew Jacob R. ([US])

F04B-013/00

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Hancock, JR. Douglas L. ([US])

B60P-003/22/5*

Pew Jacob R. ([US])

001/04

|F04B-017/06

|F04B-023/02

|B60P-003/22/8

|B65B-

B67D-007/16

|F04B-013/00

|F04B-017/06

Priority data including date

F04B-023/02

|F04B-053/08

|F04B-2205/09

US17/739,475 2022-05-09 [2022US-17739475]

F04B-017/03

|F04B-049/06/5 |B67D-007/84/5

US16/507,429 2019-07-10 [2019US-16507429]

B67D-007/04

|B67D-007/62 |

Family
US20220258661

A1 2022-08-18

A trailer-mounted pumping system includes a flatbed trailer
having a generally flat deck surface, a pump, a batch
controller, and a metering device in electronic communication
with the batch controller, wherein the pump is configured to
move a liquid from at least one tote supported by the
generally flat deck surface to a location off-board the flatbed
trailer, and the batch controller is configured to measure a
volume of the liquid via the metering device. The pump, the
metering device, and/or the batch controller may be disposed
beneath the generally flat deck surface.
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Additive Manufacturing Device Comprising a Replaceable Raw Material Processing Unit
US20220258423 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

SINTRATEC AG ([CH])

B29C-064/153* |B29C-064/227 |B29C-064/25
B29C-064/259 |B29C-064/268 |B29C-064/307

Inventors

B29C-064/357 |

von Burg Christian ([CH])
Solenicki Dominik ([CH])

CPC - Cooperative classification
B29C-064/153 |B29C-064/227 |B29C-064/25

Priority data including date

B29C-064/259 |B29C-064/268*

US17/735,963 2022-05-03 [2022US-17735963]

B29C-064/357 |B33Y-030/00 |B29C-064/255

US16/269,548 2019-02-06 [2019US-16269548]

B29C-064/35

|B29C-064/20 |B33Y-040/00

EP18204594 2018-11-06 [2018EP-0204594]

B33Y-010/00

|

EP18159056 2018-02-28 [2018EP-0159056]
Family
US20220258423

A1 2022-08-18

A movable raw material processing unit for an additive
manufacturing device for manufacturing a solid article
comprises a housing comprising a transport device for
disengaging the raw material processing unit from the
additive manufacturing device. The raw material processing
unit comprises a raw material container unit, a build unit and
a raw material distribution unit.

|B29C-064/307
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Press systems and methods
US20220258223 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

AUTOTECH ENGINEERING S.L. ([ES])

B21D-022/02* |B21D-037/16 |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

CASTILLA MORENO Jorge ([ES])

B21D-022/02/2 |B21D-037/16* |B21D-037/08

QUINTAS RIAÑO Igor ([ES])

C21D-001/613 |C21D-001/62 |C21D-001/673

IGLESIAS MORATA Daniel ([ES])

B32B-015/01/3 |C21D-009/00/68

Priority data including date
WOEP2020/078835 2020-10-14 [2020WO-EP78835]
EP19382899 2019-10-14 [2019EP-0382899]
Family
US20220258223

A1 2022-08-18

Press apparatus and methods for manufacturing hot formed
structural components are provided. The apparatus comprise
a fixed lower body, and a mobile upper body. The apparatus
comprise a cooling tool and a press tool which is arranged
downstream from the cooling tool, and a blank transfer
mechanism to transfer the blank from the cooling tool to the
press tool. The cooling tool has an upper gas cooling tool
connected to the mobile upper body and/or a lower gas
cooling tool connected to the fixed lower body. The press tool
comprises an upper pressing die connected to the upper body
and a lower pressing die is connected to the lower body.

|C21D-008/00/5

C22C-038/00

|C22C-038/02 |C22C-038/04

C21D-001/18

|C21D-009/46 |
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Methods of treating tumors with pro drugs
US20220257984 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Alpheus Medical, Inc. ([US])

A61F-007/00* |A61K-009/00 |A61K-031/197

Inventors

A61K-041/00

|A61N-007/00 |A61P-035/00

B06B-001/02

|B06B-001/06 |

AGARWAL Vijay ([US])
ELIASON Braden ([US])

CPC - Cooperative classification

LING Jeremy ([US])

A61B-2017/00084

|A61F-007/00/85

|A61K-

009/00/53
Priority data including date

A61K-031/197 |A61K-041/00/33

US17/733,868 2022-04-29 [2022US-17733868]

A61N-007/00* |A61P-035/00 |B06B-001/02/07

US17/399,996 2021-08-11 [2021US-17399996]

B06B-001/06/22

|A61N-007/02 |A61N-2007/006

WOUS2020/017983 2020-02-12 [2020WO-US17983]

A61N-2007/0073

|A61N-2007/0078

|A61B-

US62/805,186P 2019-02-13 [2019US-62805186]

2018/00446
|A61B-2018/00791

|A61F-

A61B-2018/00577

|A61K-041/00/61

2007/0056
A61F-007/00

|A61N-2007/0021

A61B-2018/00714

|A61N-2007/027

|A61B-2018/00005

|A61B-

|A61N-2007/0082

|A61N-

|A61F-2007/0096

|A61N-

2018/00023
A61F-2007/0288
2007/0095
A61B-2017/320069
2007/003
B06B-2201/76 |
Family
US20220257984

A1 2022-08-18
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Methods of treating tumors by administering compounds to
a patient are provided. Compounds such as pro drugs, e.g., 5aminolevulinic acid (5-ALA), may be administered to the
patient orally, by injection, intravenously, or topically, which
then accumulate preferentially as compounds such as
protoporphyrin IX (PpIX) in tumor cells. After such
accumulation, compounds such as PpIX are then activated in
various aspects to treat tumors cells, thereby treating cancer.
Cancers such as glioblastoma may be treated.
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Baby bouncer
US20220257029 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Babocush Limited ([GB])

A47C-001/024* |A47D-013/10 |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Nevins Kerry ([GB])

A47C-001/024 |A47D-013/10/7*
A47C-007/0213 |

Priority data including date
GB202102042 2021-02-12 [2021GB-0002042]
Family
US20220257029

A1 2022-08-18

There is provided a baby bouncer comprising a base portion
and a seat portion having a front in or on which a cushion may
be provided, wherein the seat is provided with a cushion
retention device to retain the cushion in or on the front of the
seat. There is also provided a baby bouncer comprising a
base portion and a seat portion pivotably connected to the
base portion at a front end thereof, wherein the baby bouncer
further includes a recliner mechanism for adjusting a seating
angle of the seat portion relative to the base portion and for
securing the seat portion at the seating angle.

|A47C-007/02/1
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Furniture objects for storing foldable beds
US20220257023 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Night and Day Furniture LLC ([US])

A47C-017/54* |A47C-017/58 |A47C-017/60
A47C-019/02

|A47C-019/12 |

Inventors
GROSSMAN Joel ([MY])

CPC - Cooperative classification

PORTER Howard ([MY])

A47C-017/54

|A47C-017/56 |A47C-017/58*

A47C-017/60

|A47C-019/02/2

A47C-019/12

|A47C-017/52 |

Priority data including date
US17/738,382 2022-05-06 [2022US-17738382]
US15/828,913 2017-12-01 [2017US-15828913]
Family
US20220257023

A1 2022-08-18

A chest may be configured to transition between an open
position and a closed position, the chest including an
enclosure configured to store a foldable mattress supported
by a sleeping platform when the foldable mattress is in an
unfolded state. The chest may include a top panel, a front
panel, and side panels, the top panel configured to be
manually lifted off of the chest to form a lower portion of the
sleeping platform.

|A47C-019/02/4
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Systems and Methods for Repurposing Retired Wind Turbines as Electric Utility Line Poles
US20220259883 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Georgia Tech Research Corporation ([US])

E04H-012/02* |E04H-012/24 |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Al-Haddad Tristan ([US])

E04H-012/02* |E04H-012/24 |E02D-027/42/5

Gentry Russell ([US])
Bank Lawrence ([US])
Alshannaq Ammar ([US])
Pye Jamieson ([US])
Bermek Mehmet ([US])
Priority data including date
US17/632,993 2020-08-05 [2020US-17632993]
WOUS2020/044949 2020-08-05 [2020WO-US44949]
US62/987,961P 2020-03-11 [2020US-62987961]
US62/882,680P 2019-08-05 [2019US-62882680]
Family
US20220259883

A1 2022-08-18

An exemplary embodiment of the present disclosure provides
an electric utility pole, comprising a beam, a base, and an arm.
The beam can be formed from a retired turbine blade and can
comprise a first end and a second end. The base connected
to the first end of the beam. The arm can be connected to the
beam. The arm can be configured to support at least one
electrical conductor.
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Braiding, winding or spiralling machine and method for operating same
US20220259801 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

MASCHINENFABRIK NIEHOFF GMBH & CO. KG ([DE])

D04C-001/12* |D04C-003/42 |D07B-005/00
D07B-007/02

|D07B-007/14 |

Inventors
FALKNER Thomas ([DE])

CPC - Cooperative classification

GORGELS Stephan ([DE])

D04C-001/12

RAAB Markus ([DE])

D07B-007/02/2*

|D04C-003/42 |D07B-005/00/5
|D07B-007/14 |D07B-2201/2089

D07B-2201/209 |D07B-2301/25 |D07B-2301/3591
Priority data including date
WOEP2020/068771 2020-07-03 [2020WO-EP68771]
DE102019211030 2019-07-25 [2019DE-10211030]
Family
US20220259801

A1 2022-08-18

The invention relates to a method for operating a braiding,
winding or spiraling machine for braiding around, wrapping
around or spiraling around a strand-like material, in particular
a cable, with at least one elongate material strand formed
from at least one elongate material fibre, in particular from at
least one wire. In the method, a diameter of the strand-like
material is measured and a feed rate of the strand-like
material and/or a rotational speed at which the at least one
elongate material strand moves about the longitudinal axis of
the strand-like material is controlled by open-loop or closedloop control depending on said diameter measured. A
predefined degree of coverage of the strand-like material by
the at least one elongate material strand can be kept
substantially constant by means of an open-loop or closedloop control of the relative feed rate of the strand-like material
depending on the diameter measured.

D07B-2501/406 |
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Movable platform for a dummy element
US20220260457 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

4ACTIVESYSTEMS GMBH ([AT])

G01M-007/08* |G01M-017/007 |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Hafellner Reinhard ([AT])

G01M-007/08 |G01M-017/007/8*

Fritz Martin ([AT])
Priority data including date
WOEP2020/066602 2020-06-16 [2020WO-EP66602]
DE102019116688 2019-06-19 [2019DE-10116688]
Family
US20220260457

A1 2022-08-18

The present invention relates to a platform for testing of
collisions or near-collision situations between a dummy
element and an object to be tested, in particular a vehicle. The
platform comprises a base body having a bottom surface and
a mounting surface formed opposite to the bottom surface,
wherein the dummy element is attachable to the mounting
surface. The platform further comprises a roller element
arranged at the bottom surface, wherein the roller element is
drivable such that the base body is movable along a ground.
Further, the platform comprises an alignment device which
aligns the base body on the ground in a predetermined
orientation.

|
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Peo-ppo-peo triblock copolymers as additives for epoxide-anhydride systems
US20220251370 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Henkel AG & Co. KGaA ([DE])

C08L-063/00* |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Niegemeier Andreas ([DE])

C08L-063/00* |C08G-059/24 |C08G-059/42

Ferencz Andreas ([DE])

C08G-2650/58 |C08L-071/02

Schmidt Tamara ([DE])
Benomar Mustapha ([DE])
Lupp Wolfgang ([DE])
Priority data including date
WOEP2020/082625 2020-11-19 [2020WO-EP82625]
EP19211026 2019-11-22 [2019EP-0211026]
Family
US20220251370

A1 2022-08-11

The present invention relates to curable resin compositions,
to methods for producing a cured composition using said
curable resin compositions, and articles, in particular molded
parts, produced by such methods.

|
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Land vehicles incorporating removable powertrain units, powertrain units, and methods therefor
US20220250686 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Workhorse Group Inc. ([US])

B29C-069/02* |B29C-070/28 |B60K-001/02

Inventors

B62D-023/00

|B62D-025/20 |B62D-029/02

B62D-029/04

|B62D-033/06 |B62D-065/10

Wires Donald L. ([US])
CPC - Cooperative classification
Priority data including date

B29C-069/02

|B29C-070/28 |B29L-2031/30

US17/732,850 2022-04-29 [2022US-17732850]

B60K-001/02

|B62D-023/00* |B62D-023/00*/5

US17/142,814 2021-01-06 [2021US-17142814]

B62D-025/20

|B62D-029/02 |B62D-029/04/3

US62/957,577P 2020-01-06 [2020US-62957577]

B62D-029/04/6 |B62D-033/06 |B62D-065/10
B62D-021/09

|B62D-025/20/54

B29L-2031/3055
B29K-2309/08 |
Family
US20220250686

A1 2022-08-11

Land vehicles, powertrain units for land vehicles, and
methods of using land vehicles are disclosed herein. In
certain embodiments, the land vehicles are provided as
delivery vehicles and/or utility vehicles. A land vehicle
includes a frame structure having a front cage that defines an
operator cabin and a rear floor positioned rearward of the
front cage. The frame structure supports a plurality of wheels
to permit movement of the vehicle relative to an underlying
surface in use of the land vehicle. An underside of the frame
structure is disposed in confronting relation with the
underlying surface.

|B62D-063/02/5

|B60K-001/00 |B29K-2311/14
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All-terrain vehicle and hybrid powertrain thereof
US20220250460 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

SEGWAY TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. ([CN])

B60K-006/24* |B60K-006/26 |B60K-006/405
B60K-006/48

|

Inventors
DENG Zhengchang ([CN])

CPC - Cooperative classification
B60K-006/24

|B60K-006/26 |B60K-006/405*

Priority data including date

B60K-006/48

|B60K-2006/4825

WOCN2020/126602 2020-11-04 [2020WO-CN126602]

H02K-007/18/15
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A hybrid powertrain includes: an engine and a generator. The
engine includes a crankshaft and a crankcase, and a shaft end
of the crankshaft extends out of the crankcase. The generator
includes a generator installation cap, a generator housing, a
generator cover, a stator, and a rotor. The generator
installation cap is installed on a side of the crankcase, the
generator housing is installed between the generator
installation cap and the generator cover, the stator is fixed in
the generator housing, and the rotor is disposed on the inner
circumference of the stator, and is in transmission
connection with the shaft end of the crankshaft. The
generator housing is formed with an accommodating hole,
the generator installation cap and the generator cover are
each formed with an accommodating slot facing the
generator housing, and the stator is accommodated in the
accommodating hole and the two accommodating slots.
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Long-chain branched propylene polymer composition
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The present invention relates to a propylene polymer
composition comprising a long chain branched propylene
polymer, wherein said propylene polymer composition has a)
a melt flow rate MFR2 (230° C., 2.16 kg) of 0.8 to 6.0 g/10 min
b) a xylene hot insolubles (XHU) fraction in an amount of not
more than 0.80 wt %, based on the total weight amount of the
propylene polymer composition, c) a melting temperature Tm
of at least 160.0° C., d) a F30 melt strength of from 5.0 to less
than 30.0 cN, and e) a heat distortion temperature (HDT) of at
least 108° C., a process for producing said propylene polymer
composition by reactive modification of a propylene polymer
in the presence of a peroxide, an article comprising said
propylene polymer composition and the use of said propylene
polymer composition for producing an article.
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Wind Turbine Comprising a Floating Foundation having a Plurality of Buoyancy Bodies
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A wind turbine includes a floating foundation having a
plurality of buoyancy bodies, the buoyancy bodies being
formed from a plurality of buoyancy body elements designed
as hollow bodies, which are arranged adjacent to one another
in a first plane concentrically around each central element
extending from the floating foundation and are connected to
said central element. Each buoyancy body element has a
surface supported on the central element, a convex surface
arranged opposite the central element, and two lateral
surfaces each supported on a lateral surface of an adjacent
buoyancy body element.
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Modular floating territory
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A floating territory made of a semi-rigid floating structure. The
structure is able to follow the upward and downward
movement of the waves. It can be installed as well close to
the shores as in high sea, carrying a rigid structure. Said rigid
structure acts like a bridge between the waves and provides
a substantially stable surface for the installation of structures
for human activity. Said rigid structure remains above the
water level. The floating territory can be stabilized in position
dynamically by propellers compensating the movement of the
streams and/or winds, or by submersed weights attached to
said rigid structure, or by pillars planted in the ground
attached to said rigid structure. This leaves a vertical freedom
of movement to follow the movement of the waves or the
tides.
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Actuator and heat store for actuator
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Thermal interface materials
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The teachings herein relate to new compositions for thermal
interface

materials

that

provide

improved

thermal

conductivity without requiring filler materials that are
expensive or abrasive. The improved thermal conductivity is
achieved using a combination of increased filler loading,
selection of a filler having abroad particle size distribution,
and selection of filler that is non-abrasive. In order to achieve
maximum thermal conductivity, the combination of the liquid
matrix material and the filler preferably are chosen to avoid
forming bonds between filler particles. Such bonds can also
be avoided by including a surface modifier that modifies the
surface of the filler particles.
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Propulsion concept combining conventional rocket engines and air-breathing engines (heber
concept)
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A system for vertical or inclined take-offs of air-breathing
engine systems comprising: an additional guidance system
for the air-breathing engine system, which can selectively
supply additional inflowing atmosphere or air. A control
system capable of selectively supplying the additional
incoming atmosphere in a variable manner to the airbreathing engine system. Additional inflowing atmosphere air
can be supplied by thrust, from a conventional rocket engine
system or the air-breathing engine system. Volumetric base
structure pneumatic or hydraulic press-on body and flexible
deck structure as variable or partially variable in shape or
position for air-breathing thruster system, guidance system,
control system. Variable diffusers, bypasses, exhausters,
open spaces, junctions of mass flows of the additional
incoming atmosphere at the additional guidance system or in
the engine to specifically prevent scavenging or stalls.
Additional mobile feed of an oxidizer carried along for starting
purposes or for support during operation.
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Anti-pinch protection system utilizing latch control
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A system for detecting an obstacle between a closure panel
and a body of a vehicle, comprising: an actuator for moving
the closure panel from a partially closed position to a closed
position; a sensor for sensing a position of the closure panel
between the partially closed and the closed position; and a
controller for receiving position signals from the sensor and
for controlling operation of the actuator; wherein the
controller is adapted to inhibit moving of the closure panel
when the sensor detects an improper change in the position
of the closure panel during operation of the actuator.
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Improved muffler for small engines
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A muffler (40) devised particularly for use with an engine of
the type used on unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), and a UAV
(10) having an engine (30) fitted with the muffler (40). The
muffler (40) comprises a body (51) having an interior
chamber (60). The muffler body (51) has a first end section
(53) and a second end section (55). The first end section (51)
is adapted for mounting onto the engine (31) by way of a first
mount (81), with the interior chamber (60) in communication
with an exhaust outlet of the engine (31) to receive exhaust
flow therefrom. The second end section (53) is adapted to be
mounted by way of a second mount (82) in a manner resisting
movement with respect to the engine (31). In one
arrangement, the second mount (82) is configured to
yieldingly resist movement with respect to the engine (30). In
another arrangement, the second mount (82) is configured to
mount the second end section (55) under a preload resisting
movement of the second end section with respect to the
engine (30).
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Wearable massage device
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A wearable massage device is provided, which includes a ring
and a first belt configured for mounting and fixing a
massaging device. The first belt has two opposite ends
connected to two sides of the loop, and at least one end of
the first belt is detachably connected to the loop. The
wearable massage device provided by the present application
has a simple structure and high reliability in use, and is
convenient for wearing and detaching.
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Tool for mounting the high-pressure shaft of an aircraft engine
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A tool holds and axially fixes a high-pressure shaft of an
aircraft engine in a state where a high-pressure turbine stage
is demounted. The tool includes: a shaft end cap having an
inner radius, which is adapted to a predetermined shaft
diameter, the shaft end cap plugs onto a turbine-side end of
the high-pressure shaft; a shaft end cap receptacle receives
the shaft end cap in a radially movable manner and in an
axially limited manner in a first direction; a connector is
fastenable to the shaft end cap receptacle and has a shank,
which is insertable into the high-pressure shaft, the connector
being configured to axially secure the shaft end cap
receptacle; and a spring element, which is positionally fixed
with respect to the shaft end cap receptacle, the spring
element being configured to apply a predetermined spring
force to the shaft end cap in the radial direction.
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Phase-inversion polymer composite material, fabricating methods and applications of same
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A composite film usable as a separator of an electrochemical
device includes hBN nanosheets and at least one polymer.
The hBN nanosheets are uniformly dispersed within a matrix
of said least one polymer to achieve a highly porous
microstructure. Said at least one polymer comprises one or
more electrically insulating and electrochemically inert
polymers.
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Plastic robot arm link, associated robot and manufacturing method
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Embodiments of the present disclosure provide a plastic
robot arm link. The robot arm link comprises a body made of
plastic material; a connection arranged on the body and
adapted to be coupled to a further plastic robot arm link or a
transmission part of the robot; and an insertion made of
material with a higher strength or stiffness than the plastic
material and embedded in the body and/or the connection. By
embedding the material with higher strength or stiffness
within the body of the robot arm link made of plastic material,
the stiffness and strength of the robot arm link can be
enhanced. In addition, due to the presence of highly rigid
materials, the creep effect of the plastic arm is also
significantly reduced, improving the accuracy of the robot.
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